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UNIT 1
THE WORLD OF ISLAM
Islam is mainly followed in the Middle East, Asia, and the north of Africa.
Place of Origin
Founder
Sacred Text
Sacred Building
Holy Places
Major Festivals

Arabian peninsula
Muslims believe in a chain of prophets starting with Adam.
The Quran.
Mosque.
Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem.
Ramadan, Eid-ul-Fitr, Eid-ul-Adha.

1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing Islam.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about Islam.
Religion
Follower
Humanity
Founder
Sacred
Holy
Major
Prophet
Submission
Obedience
Belief
Sole

Judgement
human being
predestination
supreme
unique
God
Faith
Will
Record
Respect
wooden stand

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Islam and Muslims.
b) Find ten things that are important for Muslims.
c) Find the names of the prophets in the text.
Islam
Islam is the second most popular religion in the world with over a thousand
million followers. It is more often thought of as a complete way of life rather than
a religion.
Islam began in Arabia and was revealed to humanity by the Prophets,
starting with Adam and finishing by Muhammad (peace be upon them). Those who
follow Islam are called Muslims. Muslims believe that there is only one God,
called Allah.
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Who is the founder of Islam?
Non-Muslims often think, that in the 7th century the “founder” of Islam was
the prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), who was born in A.D. 570 at Mecca,
in Saudi Arabia. However, Muslims think, that the belief in One True God was
descended to the humanity from the very beginning. Muhammad is the last in the
chain of prophets of Islam, which started with the first man, Adam.
There were many prophets before Muhammad, including: Adam, Noah
(Nuh), Abraham (Ibrahim), Ishmael (Ismail), Isaac (Ishaq), Jacob (Ya’qub), Joseph
(Yusuf), Job (Ayyub), Moses (Musa), Aaron (Harun), David (Dawud), Solomon
(Suleyman), Elias (Ilyas), Jonah (Yunus), John the Baptist (Yahya), and Jesus
(Isa), peace be upon them.
What does Islam mean?
The Arabic word “Islam” means submission and obedience, and derives
from a word meaning “peace”. According to the terminology “Islam” means faith
(iman), also religious practice (Islam), and spiritualself-perfecting (ihsan).
What is Islam based on?
Islam is based on the ministry of a man named Muhammad (peace be upon
him), and on the words that Allah gave to the world through Muhammad.
(Muhammad is so esteemed by Muslims that it is usual to utter the blessing “peace
be upon him” after his name).
What or who is a Muslim?
A Muslim is a follower of the religion of Islam.
What do Muslims believe?
The basic belief of Islam is that there is only one God, whose name in the
Arabic language is Allah, who is the sole and sovereign of the universe.
Muslims have six main beliefs:
1. Belief in Allah as the one and only God.
2. Belief in Angels.
3. Belief in the holy books.
4. Belief in the Prophets (special messengers). E.g. Adam, Ibrahim
(Abraham), Musa (Moses), Dawut (David), Isa (Jesus). Muhammad
(peace be upon him) is the final prophet.
5. Belief in the Day of Judgement … . The day when the life of every
human being will be assessed to decide whether they go to heaven or hell.
6. Belief in Predestination … . That Allah has already decided what will
happen. Muslims believe that this doesn’t stop human beings making
free choices.
5

Who or what is Allah?
Allah is the name Muslims use for the supreme and unique God, who created
and rules everything. The heart of faith for all Muslims is obedience to Allah’s will.
Who is Muhammad (peace be upon him)?
Muhammad was born around 570 A.D. in the city of Mecca on the Arabian
peninsula. Muslims believe that Muhammad is the last in a line of prophets that
includes Moses, Abraham, and Isa (Jesus). Muhammad proclaimed that the Quran
was the last book of God, and that he himself was the last Prophet.
Quran is a record of the exact words revealed by Allah through the Arch
Angel Gabriel to Prophet Muhammad. Muhammad memorized and wrote down
the words.
Muhammad interpreted the words in his daily life. Therefore many of the
things which Muhammad did and said were remembered and carefully recorded.
The stories and sayings help Muslims to understand the Quran and put what it
teaches into practice in their daily lives.
What is the holy book of Islam called?
The Muslims scripture is the Holy Quran. Muslims believe it’s “the word of
God”. Muslim beliefs and practices are rooted in the Quran.
Muslims treat the Quran with great respect because they believe that the
Quran is from Allah, and every word and every letter is sacred. It is usually placed
on a special wooden stand to be read.
Muslims regard the Quran as the unaltered word of God.
(http://resources.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/homework/religion/Islam.htm)
Now answer the following questions.
1. What is thought of Islam?
2. Who revealed Islam to humanity?
3. When was the founder of Islam born?
4. Can you tell the names of the prophets?
5. What is the meaning of the word “Islam”?
6. What words do the Muslims utter when they mention the Prophet?
7. What is the basic belief of Islam?
8. Who revealed Allah’s words to the prophet?
9. Where were Muhammad’s interpreted words recorded?
10. Where is the Quran kept in Muslim families?
3. Speaking.
Discuss the following in groups.
a) Modern Muslims in the world.
b) Different types of Muslims.
c) Traditional features of Muslims in your region.
d) Muslims in the multiconfessional region.
6

Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) What do you remember about important things for Muslims.

1 A Muslim world
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing Muslim world.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about Muslim world.
to adhere to
with the exception of
current estimates
diverse ethnic backgrounds
to implement a form of Islamic law
to dress modestly
apart from the face
to leave just a mesh to see through

to cause tension
to oppose this charge
to declare
the media-fuelled world
to force women
to reveal
to be deemed attractive
oppressive

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Muslim world.
b) Find the information where the Muslims live around the world.
c) Find the names of the five schools in Islamic Law.
The term Muslim world (also known as the Ummah world) has several
meanings. In a religious sense, it refers to those who adhere to the teachings of Islam,
referred to as Muslims. In a cultural sense, it refers to Islamic civilization, inclusive of
non-Muslims living in that civilization. In a modern geopolitical sense, the term
usually refers collectively to Muslim-majority countries, states, districts, or towns.
As of 2009, over 1.5 billion or about 23% of the world population are
Muslims. Of these, around 62% live in Asia-Pacific, 20% in the Middle East and
North Africa, 15% in Sub-Saharan Africa and around 2% in Europe & Americas.
Countries with the largest Muslim populations (2009)
With the exception of India, Ethiopia, China and Russia the majority of the
population in the following countries are Muslim.
Indonesia 202,867,000 (88.2%)
India 160,945,000 (13.4%)
Egypt 78,513,000 (94.6%)
Iran 73,777,000 (99.4%)
Turkey 73,619,000 (98.0%)
Algeria 34,199,000 (98.0 %)
Morocco 31,993,000 (99.0%)
Iraq 30,428,000 (99.0%)

Afghanistan 28,072,000 (99.7%)
Ethiopia 28,063,000 (33.9%)
Uzbekistan 26,469,000 (96.3%)
Saudi Arabia 24,949,000 (100%)
Yemen 23,363,000 (99.1%)
China 21,667,000 (1.6%)
Malaysia 16,581,000 (60.4%)
Russia 16,482,000 (11.7%)
7

Many Muslims not only live in, but also have an official status in the
following regions:
Southwest Asia: Arab nations such as Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Oman, United
Arab Emirates, Kuwait and non-Arab nations such as Iran.
Southern Europe: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Northern
Cyprus and Turkey.
Eastern Europe: (North Caucasus and Idel-Ural) and Ukraine (especially in
the Crimea)
Central Asia: Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan
East Asia: parts of China (Xinjiang and Ningxia)
Southeast Asia: Indonesia, Brunei and Malaysia
Demographics
Current estimates conclude that the number of Muslims in the world is
around 1.57 billion. Muslims are the majority in 57 countries, they speak about 60
languages and come from diverse ethnic backgrounds. Arabic is the most spoken
language of Muslims, and is spoken by 20% of Muslims. Bengali is the second
most commonly spoken language, spoken by around 10% of the total population,
and Punjabi is the third most spoken language (spoken by around 5% of Muslim
world). Other major languages spoken by the Muslims are Javanese, Turkish,
Urdu, Persian, and Pashto.
Law and ethics
In some nations, Muslim ethnic groups enjoy considerable autonomy.
In some places, Muslims implement a form of Islamic law, called sharia in
Arabic. The Islamic law exists in many variations, but the main forms are the five
(four Sunni and one Shia) schools of jurisprudence (fiqh):
Hanafi - school in Pakistan, India, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Turkey, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Egypt, Spain, Morocco, Russia (Volga-Ural region, part of Nothern
Caucasus, Crimea), China, Maldives, Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq and West Africa
Maliki - in North Africa and West Africa
Shafi`i - in Malaysia, Qatar, Indonesia, Egypt, Palestine, Russia (Dagestan,
Ingushetia, Chechnya), Eritrea, Somalia and Yemen
Hanbali - in Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar
Jaferi - in Iran, Iraq, Bahrain and Azerbaijan. These four are the only "Muslim
states" where the majority is Shia population. Yemen, Pakistan, India, Afghanistan,
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Lebanon are countries with significant Shia population.
Muslim women dress modestly to show their high characters. Thus, in some
countries, the Islamic law requires women to cover either just legs, shoulders and
head or the whole body apart from the face. In strictest forms, the face as well must
be covered leaving just a mesh to see through. These rules for dressing cause
tension between the Western world and the Muslim, concerning particularly
Muslims living in western countries, since many in the Western World consider
8

these restrictions both sexist and oppressive. Many Muslims oppose this charge,
and instead declare that the media-fuelled world of the West forces women to
reveal too much in order to be deemed attractive, and that this is itself oppressive.
(adapted from http://en.academic.ru/dic.nsf/enwiki/126918)
Now answer the following questions.
1. What is the term Muslim world also known as?
2. What is the religious sense of this term?
3. What is the cultural sense of this term?
4. What is the geopolitical sense of this term?
5. What is the number of Muslims living around the world?
6. What is the number of Muslims in Russia?
7. Where do the Muslims have an official status?
8. How many languages do the Muslims around the world speak?
9. What is the mostly spoken language in Muslim world?
10. What other languages are mostly spread in Muslim world?
11. What are the four Sunni forms of Islamic Law?
12. What do the Muslim women cover?
13. What causes tension between Western world and Muslims?
14. What do Muslims think and declare about Western world?
This information is true for the year of 2009. Make an information
research about Muslim world for the year of 2015 and compare all the data.
In a group of four or five prepare a kind of presentation for your groupmates.
(http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/01/15/5-facts-about-the-muslimpopulation-in-europe/; http://www.indiaonlinepages.com/population/muslimpopulation-in-india.html; http://www.muslimpopulation.com/)
Speaking
Discuss the following with your partner:
1. Modern and contemporary Muslim world.
2. Role of Islamic Law in the world.
3. Attitude to Muslim women dress code.
What is your attitude to this: “These rules for dressing cause tension
between the Western world and the Muslim, concerning particularly Muslims
living in western countries, since many in the Western World consider these
restrictions both sexist and oppressive. Many Muslims oppose this charge, and
instead declare that the media-fuelled world of the West forces women to reveal
too much in order to be deemed attractive, and that this is itself oppressive.”
Watch the documentary film “Between Allah and me (and everyone else)”
and read more facts at (www.hijabdocumentary.com)
Now discuss the film itself and the facts you found out with your partners and
share your ideas.
9

Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) What do you remember about Muslim world.

1 B We are Muslims
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing people.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about people and yourself.
d) These are positive adjectives to describe people, who might be IDEAL.
Do you know the opposite words? Choose a partner and using positive
and negative adjectives, describe him/her in the class.
pious
modest
honest
humble
polite
friendly
kind
caring
open

determined
reserved
affectionate
easy-going
attractive
generous
educated
well-informed
well-bred

2. Countries and their people
The following endings are used while talking about people.
- n/an/ian
- ish
- ese
- - (word changed)

Look at this table and fill it up to the end.
Russia
Iran
Canada
Jordan
The USA
Italy
Tunis
Algeria
Egypt
The UK
Spain
Poland
Turkey
Sweden
Finland

Russian
Iranian

British
Spanish
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China
Japan
Sudan
Portugal
Greece
Germany
France
Tatarstan
Uzbekistan
Turkmenistan
Tajikistan
Yemen
Iraq
Oman

Chinese
Japanese
Greek
French

Yemeni

3. Now read a poem written by Jenn Zaghloul and share your opinion about it.
I'm a Muslim woman!
(http://muslimwomen.kz/en/node/807)
I am a Muslim woman
Feel free to ask me why
When I walk,
I walk with dignity
When I speak
I do not lie
I am a Muslim woman
Not all of me you'll see
But what you should appreciate
Is that the choice I make is free
I'm not plagued with depression
I'm neither cheated nor abused
I don't envy other women
And I'm certainly not confused
Note, I speak perfect English
Et un petit peu de Francais aussi
I'm majoring in Linguistics
So you need not speak slowly
I run my own small business
Every cent I earn is mine
I drive my Chevy to school & work
And no, that's not a crime!
You often stare as I walk by
You don't understand my veil
But peace and power I have found
As I am equal to any male!
11

I am a Muslim woman
So please don't pity me
For God has guided me to truth
And now I'm finally free!

4. Time.
a) Can you say what the time is now?
Remember: 15 minutes can be said as a quarter, 30 minutes – half
When the minute arrow goes from 12 to 6 we use preposition past, and vice versa

when it goes from 6 to 12 we use – to.
b) Now practice saying the time.

5. Time prepositions.
In
2013
January
the morning
the afternoon
the evening
the week

On
Monday
Monday mornings
Monday afternoons
Monday evenings
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At
three o’clock
night
the weekend

6. Speaking
Discuss the following in groups.
1. People in Modern society.
2. People in Islamic society.
3. Modern Muslims and society in your region.
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Do you remember cardinal and ordinal numbers?
c) Can you say nationalities?
d) Describe Modern Muslims.

1 С Daily routine and life of a Muslim
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing daily routine.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about how people spend
their day.
wake up
get up
dress
wash
pray
prepare breakfast
have breakfast/lunch/dinner
leave home
go to work/school/university
start work/classes
work/study
learn by heart
chat to people online
search the Internet
prepare for the lessons
get a taxi

finish work/classes
get home
cook dinner
do the washing up
do housework
do homework
read
relax
get a shower
air the room
sweep the floor
tidy up a mess
watch
walk
go to bed
sleep

2. Now read the sample topic about daily routine, where you should fill in with
the time and some information that is true to you.
My daily routine
All my days from Monday to Friday are very much alike.
I usually get up at … in the morning and that’s quite early for me. Then I
make my bed, wash my face, brush my teeth, get dressed and put pens, pencils and
textbooks into the bag.
At about … I go to the kitchen to have breakfast. I prefer something light,
just a cup of tea and a sandwich.
At …, I leave home and go to school, where I spend half of the day. I come
back home at … and always have a substantial meal for dinner.
Then at … I do my homework for the next school day.
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I have some housework to do. In the evening I usually sweep the floors,
clean the dust and sometimes clean the carpet with the vacuum-cleaner.
My day ends at …. This is the time when I go to bed in order to get up and
start everything again the next morning.
(adapted from http://lingualeo.com/ru/jungle/my-daily-routine-400222#/page/1)
3. Topical vocabulary about life
a pupil
a schoolboy/schoolgirl
a student
a worker
a doctor
a teacher
a linguist
an engineer
a builder
an actor/an actress
a waiter/a waitress
a musician
an electrician
a traffic warden
a bank clerk
plumber
scientist/scholar
gardener

an accountant
an economist
a cleaner
a lawyer
a housewife
housekeeper
a manager
a police officer
retired
unemployed
a mullah
a priest
a theologian
a chairman
professional
driver
shop assistant

4. Speaking.
Discuss in groups.
a) The best profession for Muslim men and women.
b) The profession you really appreciate.
c) Ordinary Muslims likes and dislikes.
d) Muslims daily routine.
5. Make speeches for the given topics (speak at least for two minutes).
a) Islam in the modern world.
b) Daily routine of the Muslim.
c) Let me introduce myself.
d) Contemporary Muslim world.
e) Muslims and the world.
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Vocabulary exercises
1. Translate the following into Russian.
1. Every human being in Islamic world believes in the Day of Judgement.
2. The supreme and unique God in Islam is Allah. 3. The sacred text was recorded
into the Holy Book from the words of the prophet, the founder of Islam. 4. All the
followers of the religion respect each other. 5. Submission and obedience are the
most important things. 6. In majority of Muslim families the Quran is kept in the
wooden stand. 7. A real Muslim is pious, humble and reserved. 8. The society
nowadays needs educated, well-informed and well-bred members. 9. Mothers
teach children to be kind, caring and generous. 10. The most required traits for men
are to be determined, affectionate, friendly and easy-going.
2. Translate the following into English.
1. Мой день начинается рано - в 5 часов утра. 2. Она обычно
просыпается в 6.30, но минут 20 лежит в постели и только после этого встает.
3. Мама готовит завтрак и уходит на работу без десяти восемь, она работает
бухгалтером на заводе. 4. Мусульманин встает, умывается, молится, читает
священную книгу. 5. Они учатся в университете вместе, после уроков идут
домой, готовят домашнее задание на завтра, занимаются домашними делами.
6. В нашей семье мы часто читаем книги перед сном. 7. Ученики и студенты
ходят на занятия каждый день. 8. Быть юристом или экономистом здорово,
но профессии учителя и врача должны быть более популярными.
3. Do the following exercise. You have to fill in with the right preposition.
1. I bought this computer ______ the start of the summer.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
2. I bought this computer ______ the summer.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
3. I bought this computer ______ last summer.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
4. This style was very popular ______ the 1970's.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
5. They were very popular ______ the middle of the 19th Century.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
6. I was still at school ______ 1993.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
7. I met him ______ January of last year.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
8. I knew Chris Smith quite well ______ when I was at university.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
9. I took over this job ______ the middle of last year.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
10. I was in a meeting ______ all day yesterday.
a) at
b) on
c) in
d) (no preposition)
16

4. Answer the following questions
Use the questions and some others to talk to your partner.
1. Where are you from?
2. What is your name?
3. What is your nationality?
4. What do you like most?
5. When do you usually get up?
6. What time does your class start in the morning?
7. How many classes a day do you have?
8. When do you finish your lessons?
9. What do people always do in the morning?
10. What does your mother cook for dinner?
11. What time does your family go to bed?
5. Read the following text and translate it into Russian
Answer the questions using information from the text.
1. Where do Muslims worship?
2. What are the five Pillars of Islam?
3. What is so special about how Muslims pray?
4. Why do Muslims face Mecca while praying?
5. When do Muslims pray?
The Muslim building for communal worship is called a mosque. Muslims
often refer to the mosque by its Arabic name – masjid. The word comes from the
Arabic for “place of prostration”.
Very often Mosques have a domed roof and a tall tower called a minaret.
Muslims are called to prayer from the minaret. The man who enters the minaret
and calls them to prayer is called a muezzin.
There are no pictures or statues in a mosque. They are decorated with
patterns and words from the Quran. There is also very little furniture inside
because Muslims use prayer mats for prayer.
When people go into the mosque they take off their shoes. This is to keep it
clean for prayer.
There is often a fountain or pool, or at least an area with water where people
can wash (wudu). Muslims wash their hands, mouth, throat, nose, ears, arms up to
elbow and feet. This is a sacred wash that symbolizes spiritual cleansing and purity
in readiness for coming before God.
There is always a quibla wall in a Mosque which is the one facing Mecca, it
has an empty arch to signify the direction. It is important that Muslims always
know the direction of Mecca.
Women do not pray in the same place as men, there is usually a screened off
area for them.
Services are held every day at the Mosque.
On Friday at noon all Muslims go to mosque for a special and important
service.
17

There are five duties that every Muslim is obliged to perform. They help
Muslims put their faith into action.
Shahadah: declaration of faith. “I bear witness that there is no god, but
Allah, I bear witness that Muhammad is the prophet of God”. By reciting this, one
enters Islamic faith.
Salah: prayer. Muslims are required to pray five times a day, washing
themselves before prayer and facing in the direction of Mecca while praying.
Zakat: giving a fixed proportion to charity. Muslims are required to give away
a percentage of their earnings to those less fortunate, regardless of their religion.
Saum: fasting during the month of Ramadan. Muslims fast for one lunar
month each year, a period called Ramadan. During this time, Muslims reflect on
their behaviour and strive to purify their thoughts.
Hajj: pilgrimage to Mecca. If it is financially possible, Muslims are required
to travel to Mecca once in their lifetime.
Muslims are required to:
1. Pray five times a day (prayer times are fixed by the sun and change daily).
2. Wash themselves before prayer.
3. Face in the direction of Mecca while praying.
Mecca is the birthplace of prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). In the
centre of the mosque in Mecca, the cube-shaped building called a Kaaba is found.
All Muslims face the direction of the Kaaba during prayer (Salat).
Muslims believe that the Kaaba is the holiest place on earth. It is generally
thought to have been built by Prophet Abraham. It is used only as a focal point for
prayer (not worshipped) and simply signifies a direction, imposed by God to
maintainunity and uniformity among worshipers.
The Kaaba is draped with a black cloth, which is covered with Koranic
verses that are embroidered in gold and silver thread. During performing the Hajj
ceremony a Muslim walks seven times around the Kaaba and then he or she kisses
and touch the Black Stone.
Every Muslim family, no matter where they live, knows what direction the
Kaaba is from their house.
Each period for prayer has a special name and each time is separated by two
hours. These essential times are:
1. After first light and before sunrise (Fajr).
2. Between the sun reaching its height and mid-afternoon (Dhuhr).
3. Between mid-afternoon and sunset (Asr).
4. After the sun has finished setting (Maghrib).
5. In the dark of the night (Isha).
What are the different types of Muslims?
Almost 90% of Muslims are Sunnis. Shiites are the second-largest group. The
Shiites split from Sunnis in 632 when Muhammad died.
(http://resources.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/homework/religion/islam.htm#8)
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Exercises on a video podcast
5 pillars of Islam
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTLNuttDid0)
1. Watch the fragment from 00.06. to 00.26. and fill the missing words.
Now, Islam …………..that Muslims have ………..to perform to God. And these
duties are so …………………that 5 of them are given the ………… “The Pillars
of Islam” as a …………………support to Islamic belief and ……………
2. Watch the whole podcast and answer the following questions.
1. What is the English for “La Ilaha IlAllah, Muhammad-ur-Rasool Allah”?
2. What is the significance of the proclamation?
3. What is the English for “Salaat”?
4. What is the English for “Azan”
5. What is the preparation for prayers?
6. How does “Salaat” affect calendar?
7. Why does the anchor say that there are three prayers in Quran?
8. What is the English for “Zakaat”?
3. Watch the fragment from 03.54 to 04.20. and fill in the words using the
prompts from the given below.
help, widow, emancipate, instructions, wayfarers, supposed
The Quran gives clear …………….very repeatedly, that Muslims are ……………
to pay and ………… the poor, the needy, the ……………, the orphan, the
…………. And prisoners and people who want to ……………….. slaves.
4. With your partner discuss the following questions in pairs.
a) What is the Quran’s position on fasting?
b) What are the traditions of Hajj?
c) What does the anchor say about the importance of understanding “5
pillars of Islam”?
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UNIT 2
EDUCATION
"Education can help children see beyond a world of hate and hopelessness
to one of unlimited opportunity. Education helps free the mind from ignorance and
bigotry. Education unleashes the creative contributions of every citizen, to improve
their own lives and to build the common good. Education benefits all, and
education should be available to all."
Former U.S. First Lady Laura Bush
EDUCATION IN ISLAMIC HISTORY
From the very earliest days of Islam, the issue of education has been at the
forefront at the minds of the Muslims. The very first word of the Quran that was
revealed to Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) was, in fact, “Read”. Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh) once stated that “Seeking knowledge is mandatory for all Muslims.” With
such a direct command to go out and seek knowledge, Muslims have placed huge
emphasis on the educational system in order to fulfill this obligation placed on
them by the Prophet.
Throughout Islamic history, education was a point of pride and a field
Muslims have always excelled in. Muslims built great libraries and learning
centers in places such as Baghdad, Cordoba, and Cairo. They established the first
primary schools for children and universities for continuing education. They
advanced sciences by incredible leaps and bounds through such institutions,
leading up to today’s modern world.
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing education in Islam.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about Muslim education.
to seek knowledge
to be mandatory
to fulfill the obligation
to be a point of pride
to advance sciences
to take into account
well-being of the student
medieval education
to deaden one’s heart
to burden one’s life
to imbue the hearts with a firm belief
to gather around

to gain knowledge
the holiest sites of Islam
to benefit from one’s knowledge
to hold classes for children
to cover topics
to complete the curriculum
to find an occupation
to move on to higher education
religious sciences
secular studies
to obtain the scientific habit
to be granted an ijaza

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about the history of Islamic education.
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b) Find the facts that were important for Muslims.
c) Point out the duties of educators and students.
d) Find out the difference between Maktab and Madrasa.
Attitudes Towards Education
Today, education of children is not limited to the information and facts they
are expected to learn. Rather, educators take into account the emotional, social, and
physical well-being of the student in addition to the information they must master.
Medieval Islamic education was no different. The 12th century Syrian
physician al-Shayzari wrote extensively about the treatment of students. He noted
that they should not be treated harshly, nor made to do busy work that doesn’t
benefit them at all. The great Islamic scholar al-Ghazali also noted that “prevention
of the child from playing games and constant insistence on learning deadens his
heart, blunts his sharpness of wit and burdens his life. Thus, he looks for a ruse to
escape his studies altogether.” Instead, he believed that educating students should
be mixed with fun activities such as puppet theater, sports, and playing with toy
animals.
The First Schools
Ibn Khaldun states in his Muqaddimah, “It should be known that instructing
children in the Qur’an is a symbol of Islam. Muslims have, and practice, such
instruction in all their cities, because it imbues hearts with a firm belief (in Islam)
and its articles of faith, which are (derived) from the verses of the Qur’an and
certain Prophetic traditions.”
The very first educational institutions of the Islamic world were quite
informal. Mosques were used as a meeting place where people can gather around a
learned scholar, attend his lectures, read books with him/her, and gain knowledge.
Some of the greatest scholars of Islam learned in such a way, and taught their
students this way as well.
All four founders of the Muslim schools of law – Imams Abu Hanifa, Malik,
Shafi’i, and Ibn Hanbal – gained their immense knowledge by sitting in gatherings
with other scholars (usually in the mosques) to discuss and learn Islamic law.
Some schools throughout the Muslim world continue this tradition of
informal education. At the three holiest sites of Islam – the Haram in Makkah,
Masjid al-Nabawi in Madinah, and Masjid al-Aqsa in Jerusalem – scholars
regularly sit and give lectures in the mosque that are open to anyone who would
like to join and benefit from their knowledge. However, as time went on, Muslims
began to build formal institutions dedicated to education.
From Primary to Higher Education
Dating back to at least the 900s, young students were educated in a primary
school called a maktab. Commonly, maktabs were attached to a mosque, where the
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resident scholars and imams would hold classes for children. These classes would
cover topics such as basic Arabic reading and writing, arithmetic, and Islamic laws.
Most of the local population was educated by such primary schools
throughout their childhood. After completing the curriculum of the maktab,
students could go on to their adult life and find an occupation, or move on to
higher education in a madrasa, the Arabic word for “school”.
Madrasas were usually attached to a large mosque. Examples include
al-Azhar University in Cairo, Egypt (founded in 970) and al-Karaouine in Fes,
Morocco (founded in 859). Later, numerous madrasas were established across the
Muslim world by the great Seljuk vizier, Nizam al-Mulk. At a madrasa, students
would be educated further in religious sciences, Arabic, and secular studies such as
medicine, mathematics, astronomy, history, and geography, among many other
topics. In the 1100s, there were 75 madrasas in Cairo, 51 in Damascus, and 44 in
Aleppo. There were hundreds more in Muslim Spain at this time as well.
These madrasas can be considered the first modern universities. They had
separate faculties for different subjects, with resident scholars that had expertise in
their fields. Students would pick a concentration of study and spend a number of
years studying under numerous professors. Ibn Khaldun notes that in Morocco at
his time, the madrasas had a curriculum which spanned sixteen years. He argues
that this is the “shortest [amount of time] in which a student can obtain the
scientific habit he desires, or can realize that he will never be able to obtain it.”
When a student completed their course of study, they would be granted an
ijaza, or a license certifying that they have completed that program and are
qualified to teach it as well. Ijazas could be given by an individual teacher who can
personally attest to his/her student’s knowledge, or by an institution such as a
madrasa, in recognition of a student finishing their course of study. Ijazas today
can be most closely compared to diplomas granted from higher educational
institutions.
(http://lostislamichistory.com/education/)
3. Now answer the following questions.
1. What did Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) once state?
2. What did the Muslims first establish after the revelation?
3. Who are the founders of Muslim schools of Law?
4. Where are the holiest sites of Islam situated?
5. What was granted after the completion of education and what can it be
compared to?
4. In pairs discuss and comment on the following quotes.
1. The quote of the great Islamic scholar al-Ghazali
2. The quote of Ibn Khaldun
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) What do you remember about education in Islamic history.
c) Can you mention important facts about Maktabs and Madrasas?

2 A Education and women
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing the role of women in
education.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about education.
to be a high priority
to be not seen as incapable
to be set with someone
to show the influence of women
to attend lectures
to travel in the search for knowledge
to play a major role
a wealthy merchant
to fund construction projects
to endowed numerous madrasas
charitable works
public baths
to be seen as second-class citizens
in the field of education

in a much more diminished form
the defining factor
the encroachment of one’s powers
to advocate a complete reform
to remove religion from the curriculum
to teach secular sciences
to lose much of the relevance
to run education along European lines
to major in at the university level
a certain standardized test
to obtain the highest possible grades
to offer traditional curricula
to bring together Islamic and secular sciences
to spread the message and knowledge of Islam

2. Reading (part 2).
a) Read the text about education in Islamic history and women.
b) Find the facts that present the information about the role of women in
education.
c) Point out the great women scholars.
d) Find the reasons for Muslim women being educated.
Education and Women
Throughout Islamic history, educating women has been a high priority.
Women were not seen as incapable of attaining knowledge nor of being able to
teach others themselves. The precedent for this was set with Prophet Muhammad’s
own wife, Aisha, who was one of the leading scholars of her time and was known
as a teacher of many people in Madinah after the Prophet’s (pbuh) death.
Later Islamic history also shows the influence of women. Women
throughout the Muslim world were able to attend lectures in mosques, attend
madrasas, and in many cases were teachers themselves. For example, the 12th
century scholar Ibn ‘Asakir (most famous for his book on the history of Damascus,
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Tarikh Dimashq) traveled extensively in the search for knowledge and studied
under 80 different female teachers.
Women also played a major role as supporters of education
The first formal madrasa of the Muslim world, the University of alKaraouine in Fes was established in 859 by a wealthy merchant by the name of
Fatima al-Fihri.
The Abbasid caliph Harun al-Rashid’s wife, Zubayda, personally funded
many construction projects for mosques, roads, and wells in the Hijaz, which
greatly benefit the many students that traveled through these areas.
The wife of Ottoman Sultan Suleyman, Hurrem Sultan, endowed numerous
madrasas, in addition to other charitable works such as hospitals, public baths, and
soup kitchens.
During the Ayyubid period of Damascus (1174 to 1260) 26 religious
endowments (including madrasas, mosques, and religious monuments) were built
by women.
Unlike Europe during the Middle Ages (and even up until the 1800s and
1900s), women played a major role in Islamic education in the past 1400 years.
Rather than being seen as second-class citizens, women played an active role in
public life, particularly in the field of education.
Modern History
The tradition of madrasas and other classical forms of Islamic education
continues until today, although in a much more diminished form. The defining
factor for this was the encroachment of European powers on Muslim lands
throughout the 1800s. In the Ottoman Empire, for example, French secularist
advisors to the sultans advocated a complete reform of the educational system to
remove religion from the curriculum and only teach secular sciences.
Public schools thus began to teach a European curriculum based on European
books in place of the traditional fields of knowledge that had been taught for
hundreds of years. Although Islamic madrasas continued to exist, without
government support they lost much of their relevance in the modern Muslim world.
Today, much of the former Ottoman Empire still runs education along
European lines. For example, what you are allowed to major in at the university
level depends on how you do on a certain standardized test at the end of your high
school career. If you obtain the highest possible grades on the test, you can study
sciences such as medicine or engineering. If one scores on the lower end of the
spectrum, they are only allowed to study topics such as Islamic sciences and
education.
Despite the new systems in place in much of the Muslim world, traditional
education still survives. Universities such as al-Azhar, al-Karaouine, and Darul
Uloom in Deoband, India continue to offer traditional curricula that bring together
Islamic and secular sciences. Such an intellectual tradition rooted in the great
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institutions of the past that produced some of the greatest scholars of Islamic
history and continues to spread the message and knowledge of Islam to the masses.
(http://lostislamichistory.com/education/)
3. Point the following statements as True or False
1. Women were seen as incapable of attaining knowledge
2. Aisha was known as a teacher of many people in Mecca
3. The scholar Ibn ‘Asakir traveled extensively in the search for knowledge
and studied under 80 different male teachers
4. The first formal madrasa of the Muslim world, the University of alKaraouine in Fes was established in 859 by a wealthy merchant by the
name of Fatima al-Fihri
5. Hurrem Sultan endowed numerous madrasas, in addition to other
charitable works such as hospitals, public baths, and soup kitchens
6. During the Ayyubid period of Damascus (1174 to 1260) 25 religious
endowments (including madrasas, mosques, and religious monuments)
were built by women
4. Now answer the following questions………………………………………
1. What was Aisha’s occupation after the Prophet’s death?
2. What century did Ibn ‘Asakir travel extensively? Why?...........................
3. Why do you think that the tradition of madrasas is in a much more
diminished form nowadays?
4. What was the reason for madrasas to lose their relevance today?
5. What Universities continue to offer traditional curricula that bring
together Islamic and secular sciences?
6. What do such Universities as al-Azhar, al-Karaouine, and Darul Uloom in
Deoband, India continue to do?
5. Discuss the following in pairs
1. Is it still of a high priority to educate women in Islamic world?
2. What is the attitude of people to studying religious and secular sciences?
3. What do people think about standardized tests nowadays?.
4. What is better: oral examination or standardized test?
6. Find out more information about the following and prepare a presentation
for your group mates (can be done as a project in groups)
1. The Abbasid caliph Harun al-Rashid’s wife, Zubayda……………………….
2. The wife of Ottoman Sultan Suleyman, Hurrem Sultan……………………..
3. A wealthy merchant by the name of Fatima al-Fihri………………………..
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) What do you remember about education in Islamic history.
c) What do you remember about the role of women in education.
d) Can you mention important facts about modern history of Islamic
education?

2 B Contemporary education
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences of your own.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about higher education.
establishment of the dynasty
a number of seats of higher learning
the most prominent
predate
obviously
venerable institutions
to match a dynamic marketplace
curriculum
focus upon
medieval education
contemporary education
to propagate doctrine
develop other schools
become officially recognized
regain previous supremacy
be taught equally
receive equal privileges
outstanding alumni
be not perceived as a means
find future employment
create economic security

throughout the lives
complete learning
receive an ijazah
guaranteed government employment
to expel from the citizens‘ minds
operated under colonization
be under protectorate
the quality of education
to meet political and social mandates
reduced faculty and government resources
low paying jobs
to put up tents
to have enough room to test students
enroll in class
to take final exams
employable skills
educational conditions
refrain from hiring graduates
with bloated enrollments

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about contemporary education in Islamic history.
b) Find the facts that present the information about the higher education.
c) Point out the great Universities in Islamic world.
d) Find the reasons for education being of low quality.
Contemporary Higher Education in the Middle East
With the establishment of the Shii‘a Safvid dynasty in Iran in the sixteenth
century, there grew up a number of Twelve Shii‘a seats of higher learning, the most
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prominent of which is at present in Qum, Iran. In Sunni Islam, the position of
absolute prominence is held at al Azhar Mosque and University in Egypt.
Obviously, the traditions associated with such venerable institutions Forum on
Public Policy are not easily changed to match those of a dynamic marketplace. Their
curriculum remains focused upon educating religious leaders and Islamic judges.
At the end of early Islamic education, the beginning of medieval education
and through contemporary Middle Eastern education, there have continued to be
several centers of higher education. Al Azhar university-mosque was established in
971 A.D. under the Fatimid Caliphs in Cairo to propagate Shi‘ite doctrine. Sunni
Islam developed other schools, such as Murjia and Shafi‘ism. Shafi‘ism became
the officially recognized religion of the Saljuq Empire. With the aim of having
Baghdad regain its previous supremacy as the capital of the Muslim world, in 1233
A.D. Caliph al Mustansir established Mustansiryah in Baghdad. He insisted that all
four Sunni sects‘ be taught equally. The architecture had special halls for every
sect with the teachers and students of all four groups receiving equal privileges.
There was an extensive library, and outstanding alumni were recruited to teach.
Education was not perceived as a means of either finding future employment
or creating economic security. Frequently, individuals continued being students
throughout their lives, going from one master to the next. Once a student had
completed his learning to the satisfaction of his chosen teacher, he would receive
an ijazah—a sort of license. In short, all graduates were employed—often in the
military if not in the court or religious positions.
Historically and until 2009, in European-controlled countries such as Egypt,
Iraq, Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon the colonial system in place gave middle school,
high school and university students guaranteed government employment upon
graduation. This expectation is difficult to expel from the citizens‘ minds today,
contributing to recent youth protests in Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Tunisia, Jordan,
Libya, and Bahrain. All countries operated under British, French or Italian ―
colonization until the 1950‘s. In all cases, the educational systems and employment
guarantees were not changed from those provided when the countries were under
Ottoman and European protectorates.
Unfortunately, the quality of education is declining as institutions in the
Middle East are meeting political and social mandates by educating larger numbers
of students with reduced faculty and government resources. Universities in Egypt
do not have the facilities for the students they have accepted. Professors could
consider themselves exceptional instructors if they did not know better as they see
students climbing in the windows of classrooms 15 minutes before the end of class
in order to get a seat for the next class. Many students do not attend class but work
at low paying jobs to make money. They buy the lecture notes of the professor and
memorize them. Then when tests are given, the school must hire companies to put
up tents to have enough room to test students who want to be given credit for
classes. But as classes are free or have limited tuition, many can enroll in class, not
attend, work, and even pay others to take final exams for them. The employable
skills developed in such a system are questionable if not an exercise in corruption.
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Employers know these educational conditions exist and many times refrain from
hiring graduates from universities with bloated enrollments, limited training with
updated equipment and computers, and political indoctrination that does not
translate well to the marketplace.
Judith A. Cochran, E. Desmond Lee
Endowed Professor Of Tutorial Education and Director, Regional Institute
of Tutorial Education, University of Missouri–St. Louis
(http://forumonpublicpolicy.com/vol2011no3/archive/cochran.pdf).
Extract from “Disillusionment with Higher Education In the Middle East and the
United States”
3. Now answer the following questions…
1. How many Shii‘a seats of higher learning grew up in Iran?.
2. Where is the most prominent of them located?.
3. Where is the most prominent in Sunni Islam located?.
4. What does their curriculum focus upon?.
5. What are the several centers of higher education of Sunni Islam?
6. What was the officially recognized religion of the Saljuq Empire?
7. When did Caliph al Mustansir establish Mustansiryah in Baghdad? Why?
8. How long might one person be a student?
9. What did students receive after completing their learning?
10. What did colonial system guarantee students in Egypt, Iraq, Syria,
Jordan, and Lebanon?.
11. Under what countries’ colonization were all these countries?.
12. How do the students pass their exams and even finals?.
13. Why do the employers refrain from hiring graduates?
14. Why can’t students translate well to the marketplace?
4. Make up a dialogue with your partner discussing contemporary education
in Islamic world. Use the text to extend your ideas.
5. Find out information and make a speech about contemporary higher
education in the following countries:
1. Iran
2. Iraq
3. Tunisia
4. Lebanon
5. Algeria
6. Yemen
7. Jordan
8. Morocco
9. Egypt
10. Bahrain
11. UAE
12. Qatar
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) What do you remember about contemporary education in Islamic world?
c) What do you remember about the centres of higher education?
d) Can you mention important facts about contemporary Islamic education?

2 C Education reforms
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences of your own.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about reforms in education.
to be currently underway
His Highness
to identify improvement
to be created
His Excellency
a world-class public education
to serve the children
to become a model
educational methods and techniques
professional development
innovative curricula
regional sensitivity
cultural practices
forward-looking school facilities
support active learning experiences
to enhance learning
educational links
a primary goal

to increase the involvement of teachers
to facilitate something
to be placed in each school
to be responsible for
a personal perspective
to be truly remarkable
to be taught via lectures
to be engaged with child-centered learning
collaborative lesson planning
internationally-recognized best practices
caring
generous
ambitious
to be open to new techniques and trends
to be a gifted teacher
to share new teaching skills
to bring about the educational reforms

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about educational reforms in Middle East.
b) Find the goals of educational reforms in UAE.
c) Point out the great people who wanted some change in education.
d) Find the reasons for education being better with these reforms.
Educational reform in the Middle East
What would you do if the English skills of students in your country were not
at an acceptable level? Make changes. In the United Arab Emirates, where
educational reform is currently underway, changes began with visionary leaders.
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Royal Address
In his address to the nation in March of 2007, His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President of the United Arab Emirates
and Ruler of Dubai, identified improvement of the nation's schools as a top priority
for the country.
Following the priorities set by H.H Sheikh Mohammed, the Madares Al Ghad
program was created by His Excellency Dr. Hanif Hassan, Minister of Education.
The vision of the program is to create in the United Arab Emirates a worldclass public education that will not only serve the Emirati children, but will also
become the model for public education throughout the Middle East.
Features of the Madares Al Ghad program:
− international best practice in educational methods and techniques;
− professional development for teachers and administrators;
− innovative curricula that combine international best practice with
regional sensitivity and cultural practices;
− forward-looking school facilities that support student-centered, active
learning experiences;
− classrooms rich in the use of technology to enhance learning;
− educational links with other educational institutions worldwide.
Goals of the program
One of the primary goals of the educational reform program is to increase
the involvement of Emirati teachers and school administrators as educational
leaders in their schools and in their communities.
To facilitate this, a team of native English speakers is placed in each UAE
school. The team is responsible for working alongside the National staff and serving
as advisors, co-teachers, mentors, and professional development specialists.
A personal perspective
I am one of many native English speakers, working as an advisor to grade 1
and grade 2 teachers at Al Saada Primary School in Dubai.
After one year with this project, I can testify that the educational reformation
has been truly remarkable! Students who were previously taught via lectures and
workbooks are now engaged with child-centered learning in an environment rich
with English print. Teachers who used the same lessons year after year are
experiencing the excitement of collaborative lesson planning, cooperative learning
groups, integrated curriculum, and internationally-recognized best practices.
Thanks
The Arab people with whom I work daily are creative, smart, caring,
generous, and ambitious. They are open to new educational techniques and trends.
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Most are gifted teachers who love their students and want to become master
teachers. They also want to share their new teaching skills with others so that the
revolution in education can continue to grow.
Much appreciation goes to His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, His Excellency Dr. Hanif Hassan, and the devoted teachers and
principals who have labored to bring about the educational reforms that will affect
so many learners, both now and in the future.
By Linda Vanlaan
(http://www.onestopenglish.com/clil/clil-teacher-magazine/yourperspectives/educational-reform-in-the-middle-east/500613.article)
3. Discuss with your partner whether the features of Madares Al Ghad
program can be implemented in the educational institution where you live.
Give reason why, why not. Which of these do you think will be more
appropriate?
− international best practice in educational methods and techniques;
− professional development for teachers and administrators;
− innovative curricula that combine international best practice with
regional sensitivity and cultural practices;
− forward-looking school facilities that support student-centered, active
learning experiences;
− classrooms rich in the use of technology to enhance learning;
− educational links with other educational institutions worldwide.
4. Point out whether the following statements are True or False or the text
Doesn’t Say
1. In the United Arab Emirates, where educational reform is currently
underway, changes began with visionary leaders
2. In his address to the Emiratis in March of 2007, His Highness Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum identified improvement of the
nation's schools as a top priority for the country.
3. The vision of the program is to challenge a world-class public education…
4. One of the primary goals of the educational reform program is to increase
the involvement of national teachers.
5. The team is responsible for advisors, co-teachers, mentors, and
professional development specialists
6. Students who were previously taught via lectures and workbooks are now
engaged with child-centered learning
5. Discuss in groups the following……………………………………………..
1. Attitude to foreign teachers in the classroom
2. Attitude to reforms in education in Russia and abroad
3. Attitude to curriculum changes in Russia
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Vocabulary exercises
1. Translate from English into Russian
1. Every person who wants to achieve something in life has to seek
knowledge everywhere. 2. The government should fulfill their obligation concerning
the education to become a point of pride of their citizens. 3. All the priorities set by
our Prophet should be taken into account. 4. If students get enough skills in the
University it will be easier for them to find occupation in their future. 5. In some
countries religious sciences and secular studies can go hand in hand together, but in
some not. 6. Those, who attend Universities should benefit from their masters’
knowledge. 7. In Islamic countries students completing their education are usually
granted Ijaza, unlike European countries. 8. The main goal of Islamic Universities in
the world is to spread the message and knowledge of Islam. 9. Russian Islamic
Universities try very hard to bring together Islamic and secular sciences for their
students. 10. Some wealthy merchants organize charity organization to fund
construction projects of Mosques and Madrasas. 11. Students are to attend all the
lectures, because one can travel to China or India in the search for knowledge. 12.
The idea to remove religion from the curriculum of Universities in Islamic world
and just to teach secular sciences came from Europeans, that’s why some institutions
lost much of their relevance. 13. If a person is going to major in some specific area
at the university level, he or she must take a certain standardized test. 14. It is really
difficult for the university graduates to match a dynamic marketplace, because we
are living in fastest growing part of the Universe. 15. In some years Kazan Russian
Islamic University will regain its previous supremacy in the field of Islamic
education and become officially recognized centers of Islamic education in Russia.
2. Translate from Russian into English.
1. История исламского образования представляет яркий пример того,
насколько огромным было влияние женщин на развитие и становление сферы
образования. 2. Страны Ближнего Востока долгие годы находились под
протекцией Европейских государств, и сейчас очень трудно вытеснить из
сознания граждан мысль о государственном трудоустройстве. 3. Благополучие
студентов является главным приоритетом руководства университета. 4. Люди
должны получать одинаковое образование и им должны быть предоставлены
равные привилегии. 5. Талантливым учителям необходимо быть открытыми
новым технологиям и направлениям в сфере образования. 6. Работники
образования должны служить ученикам и использовать те образовательные
методы и технологии, которые принесут им пользу в будущем. 7. Учебные
планы образовательных учреждений должны совпадать с высокими требованиями динамично развивающегося рынка труда. 8. Вместо того, чтобы
посещать лекции, некоторые студенты идут на низкооплачиваемые работы,
пытаются купить лекции профессоров и таким образом сдавать экзамены. 9.
Выпускники университетов имели гарантии трудоустройства на Ближнем
Востоке до определенного периода. 10. Учителя должны быть вовлечены в
процесс обучения, в центре которого находится ученик. …
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Exercises on a video podcast
Oiling the wheels of education in the Middle East
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SM1ElSLUwZE)
1. Watch the fragment from 00.12. to 00.56. and fill the missing words.
Investing in Human …………… is at the core of some …………. countries
economic strategies. They believe that ……………. is a must in order to develop
knowledge ……….. economies. This week on …………… week we look at some
Higher Education and …………………………… in Abu Dhabi, Qatar and
Bahrain.
Does getting into ……….. University always mean ……………. far away?
In Abu Dhabi, the Education …………….. acknowledged that
……………… Universities have poor international ………………... So, they are
looking at the best ………………… from other Universities around the world.
Let’s take a …………….. at this example……………………………………
2. Watch the fragment from 00.56. to 03.40. and mark the following
statements True, False or Doesn’t Say……………………………..
1. In 2008 the Sorbonne was based in Abu Dhabi………………………………
2. In developing the economy the UAE wants to create a real platform of
access to international education here in the Middle East……………………
3. The UAE wants to finance the Anglophone University………………………
4. French education system hasn’t changed so much……………………………
5. Foreign students favour local campuses………………………………………
6. 700 students from 85 different nationalities study here………………………
7. Sorbonne’s motto is “A bridge between civilizations”……………………….
3. Watch the whole podcast and answer the following questions.
1. a) What is the percentage of Qatar’s Revenue that goes into scientific
research?
e) What are the ambitions of Qatar Foundation?.......................................
f) What is one of the five priorities specific to local needs in Qatar?......
g) What is required of students graduated from Qatar Universities, when they
get scholarship to continue their education abroad?...............................
2. a) What is the focus of education in Bahrain?.................................................
b) What is Tankeen?........................................................................................
c) How many skill programs has Tankeen developed?...................................
4. Watch the fragment from 07.46. to 08.14. and fill the missing words
from the given below
Compete, conditions, a strategy, penetrate, elevating, providing, enable, fashion.
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Amal Ishaq Alkoohej:………………………………………………………..
I Bahrain we are following …………. of elevating the value of professions,
…………….. the value of jobs, improving working ……………... All of these
elements will ………….. the Bahrainis to …………….. the market in a more
facilitate ………….. And Bahrain’s Reforms focus on …………….. a lot of
opportunities for Bahrainis to ……………… not only locally but
internationally.
Education building futures in MENA
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gevhk4iTTt4)
1. Watch the fragment from beginning to 03.50 and match the people
with their statements
Omar Chaabi – Executive Education for employment is all about partnership. We
Vice President of Chaabi partner with businesses first to really understand the
Group
means they have for inter level workers. We partner
with other entities, governments and universities to
ensure that were attracting kinds of young people who
don’t have a job and need our support. And we attract
international support funders from governments and
private foundations
Mayyada Abu Jaber – CEO, What we are trying to teach young people is that they
JCEF
need to get that job first. They need to get food and the
door and once you have that then other doors would
open up, because the most critical thing about it is the
job and economic advantage that comes with that. With
economic advantage comes social mobility, with that
comes the opportunity of choice
Sharinaz Ahmad – CEO, EFE- Now it is becoming such a successful program that
Egypt
people are signing to look for EFE. We have employed
hundred youth, I think about 60% of women, 40%
men………………………………
Jasmine Nahhas DiFlorio – So I think what we get is satisfaction with working with
Vice President for Strategy women, talking to them and, you know, just setting up
and Partnership, EFE
priorities, where is my priority
Jamie McAuliffe – President Tunisia is the most recent affiliate of EFE Network.
and CEO, EFE
How we do it is actually very simple. We find the
people……………………………….

2. Watch the fragment from 02.20 to 02.46 and try to guess what Yasser
Al-Saidy – Acting CEO, Yemen Education for Employment and Saro
Nakashian – General Director, PEFE say about this program.
3. Watch the fragment from 02.20 to 02.46 and answer the question.
What did David Arkless – President of Corporate and Government Affairs at
Manpower Group, EFE Board Member, say about EFE?..........................................
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4. Watch the fragment from 04.50 to 05.06 and fill in the missing words
Ron Bruder – Founder, Chairman of the Board, EFE
“When I go to ……………………. I look at the young girls’ ……………. And I
see how she is in ……………., and I see how her ……………. is transformed. I
see her family is ………………., because yes, this is why I’m doing what I’m
………………., this is why I love it. This is the most ………………. thing than
ever been …………….. in my life”………………………………………………..
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UNIT 3
FAMILY TRADITIONS AND ENTERTAINMENT IN ISLAM
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing family values in Islam.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about Muslim families.
family values
contain
there is no way
establish
a stable family
inheritance
divorce
marriage
expound on
treatment
childbirth
stay-at-home dad
providers
refer
funeral
accept

responsibility
protectors
maintainers
righteous
nurturer
caregiver
primarily
duty
nonetheless
promote
breastfeed
important
without
basic framework
make it clear

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Islam and Muslim families.
b) Find ten things that are important for Muslim families.
c) Point out the main duties of fathers.
d) Point out the main duties of mothers.
e) Find the reasons for Muslim women going to work.
The Quran and Sunnah are the Framework
We cannot begin to discuss Islamic family values without including the two
most important texts in Islam: The Quran and the Sunnah of Prophet Muhammad.
Everything starts there.
The Quran is the Word of Allah and contains several passages and verses
that are important to Muslim families. There is no way to establish a stable Muslim
family or an Islamic society, without referring to the Quran first.
Some of the important family lessons taught in the Quran are:
Inheritance
Divorce
Marriage
And as the Quran gives us the basic framework for building a stable Muslim
family, the Sunnah of Prophet Muhammad, contained in the books of Hadith,
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provide the details. The hadith expound on and explain the concepts contained
within the Quran.
In fact, there are some aspects of the family that the Sunnah has that are not
detailed in the Quran. For example:
Death, funeral, and burials.
Treatment of wives.
Childbirth.
This should make it clear that the Quran and Sunnah are the most important
factors of Muslim family values.
The Father is the Leader and Provider for the Family
There was an article on another Muslim website about a Muslim stay-athome dad. Reading this man’s story, it seems that he may have been forced to
accept his situation due to his economic situation.
But in general, Muslim men are the leaders and providers for the family. It is
his responsibility to go out and find a way to make money for his family. With this
duty comes great benefits and responsibilities. As Allah says in His book:
Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because Allah has made
one of them to excel the other, and because they spend (to support them) from their
means. Therefore the righteous women are devoutly obedient (to Allah and to their
husbands), and guard in the husband’s absence what Allah orders them to guard
The Mother is the Nurturer and Caregiver
As it is the primarily the father’s role to provide for his wife and children, it
is primarily the mother’s role to care for her family and establish the home.
This does not mean that Muslim women cannot work. What it does mean is
that her primary duty is to care for her children and maintain the home. Just like
the father can lend a hand in helping with the children and housework, the mother
can go out to work if her husband agrees.
The ideal situation is for the Muslim mother to stay at home and care for her
children while her husband works. But sometimes that is just not possible.
Nonetheless, the mother still has certain responsibilities that promote good Islamic
family values.
Mothers may breastfeed their children two complete years for whoever
wishes to complete the nursing.
Children are Raised According to Islamic Principles
This should go without saying, but I’ll say it anyway.
It is impossible to establish a stable Islamic family unless the children are raised
properly. And while these guidelines are established by the Quran and Sunnah, a
modern family has to look a little further than the literal text.
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The Extended Family Is Preferred Over the Nuclear Family
This is one of the major differences between Muslim family values and
Western family values.
In the West, the modern nuclear family consists of a father, mother, and
children.
But in Islam, the family does not just include the father, mother, and kids. It
includes grandparents, aunts and uncles, nephews and nieces, and even cousins.
(http://romanticmuslim.com/muslim-family-values/)
Now answer the following questions.
1. What are the most important books in Islam?
2. What are the lessons taught in Quran?
3. What does the Quran give us to build a family?
4. What aspects are not detailed in Quran?
5. What kind of man was described in the article?
6. What is the father’s role in Muslim family?
7. Can women work in Muslim families?
8. What is the primary duty of mother in Muslim family?
9. How long can mothers breastfeed their children?
10. What are the main problems of the family according to the text?
3. Speaking.
Discuss the following in groups.
i. Modern Muslim families in the world.
ii. Muslim family values.
iii. Traditional features of Muslims in your region.
iv. Muslim families and Modern society.
v. Muslim families in the multiconfessional region.
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) What do you remember about important things for Muslim families?

3 A Muslim wedding traditions
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences to describe Muslim traditions.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about traditions in your
country.
d) Do you know the other words? Choose a partner and using these words,
describe your family traditions in the class.
to revolve around religion
religious customs of Islam
to be taken seriously
a sign of maturity
to be based upon
practicing Muslim communities
to be approved by
to give practical guidance
to propose the union

to spend time together
to get to know each other well
to share opinions
to make mutual decisions
to have equal claims
to be therefore vital
to be seated on a decorated chair
the newly-wed couple
to be surrounded by cheering family

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about wedding in Algeria.
b) Find ten things that are interesting to you about the wedding traditions.
c) Point out the main items to be followed in the process of engagement.
d) Find the reasons for Muslim wedding tradition being the most attractive.
Wedding in Algeria
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Preface
In Algeria, as in all Arab countries, society revolves around religion and the
religious customs of Islam. Marriage in Algeria is taken very seriously and is
considered by most as a sign of maturity. According to the Qur'an, marriage must
be based upon love. Algeria's wedding customs amongst those following the
Muslim religion are much the same as in other practicing Muslim communities.
Choosing a bride
Algerian men and women are free to marry whomever they wish as long as
the marriage partner is approved by the family. Parents have a more realistic view
and can give their children practical guidance in selecting the appropriate marriage
mate. Typically a man will express his love for a woman to his mother who will in
turn "investigate" the family of the woman as to suitability. If she is approved the
family will approach the woman's family to propose the union. A date will be
chosen to visit the mosque so as to begin the engagement.
Preparation to wedding
Much preparation takes place from the time of engagement. The family will
begin purchasing clothing, household goods, wool and gold. This is referred to as
shoura. The couple will spend time together getting to know each other well,
sharing opinions and preparing a home.
In Islamic culture, husbands and wives are to make mutual decisions and
have equal claims in the marriage, it is therefore vital that the couple know each
other well and recognize the roles they will take on before marriage.
Algerians believe that the more money that is spent on the wedding, the
more proud the family can be. Weeks before the actual wedding, women begin
gathering at the bride's house to prepare desserts such as makroud and baklava.
The wedding meal will include couscous, meat and vegetables. The bigger the
meal, the more generous the family is said to be.
Wedding party
Following the party, the bride is driven to the groom's home. Beautifully
adorned in an intricate wedding gown, with make-up, excessive jewelry, and henna
designs painted on her hands and feet, she is seated on a decorated chair in his
house. All the guests dance and join in great reverie as they prepare to say farewell.
The groom will then approach his bride and from that point forward they
walk out as husband and wife. The newly-wed couple is always surrounded by
cheering family members and friends.
Algerian wedding customs
Algerian wedding customs may vary slightly depending how orthodox the
family is and if the people follow other religions. Algerian weddings are truly an
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explosion of emotion and color. Perhaps you will be lucky enough to see a
wedding procession during your holiday.
(http://www.best-country.com/wedding-in-different-countries)
3. Read the text and mark the following statements as True or False.
1. Marriage in Algeria is taken very seriously and is not always considered
by most as a sign of maturity.
2. According to the Qur'an, marriage must be based upon love.
3. Algeria's wedding customs are not much the same as in other practicing
Muslim communities.
4. The marriage partner should be approved by the community.
5. Parents can’t give practical guidance in choosing the appropriate
marriage mate.
6. A groom’s mother will "investigate" the family of the woman as to
suitability.
7. Much preparation starts from the time of engagement.
8. In Islamic culture, husbands and wives are to make mutual decisions and
have equal claims in the marriage.
9. It is not mandatory for the couple to know each other well.
10. Algerians believe that the more money that is spent on the wedding, the
more rich the family can be.
4. Work in groups of 3 or 4 and discuss the following passage from the text.
Express your own opinion to it and give reasons.
“In Islamic culture, husbands and wives are to make mutual decisions and
have equal claims in the marriage, it is therefore vital that the couple know each
other well and recognize the roles they will take on before marriage.”
5. Speaking. Prepare a speech for about two minutes talking about traditions.
a) Muslim traditions in your region.
b) What do you know about cultural traditions of your region?
c) Attitude of Muslims to the others cultures and traditions.
d) What do you feel towards the traditions of your family?
e) Should people follow the traditions of their culture? Why?
f) Do the traditions of your nation have something in common with the
traditions of other Islamic cultures?
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) What do you remember about Muslim families’ belongings?
c) Do you remember prepositions of place and direction?
d) Do you remember prepositions of time?

3 B Family Units in Islam
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences to describe family values.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about family traditions in
your country.
d) Do you know the other words? Choose a partner and using these words,
describe your family values in the class.
to be a virtue
civil rights lawyer
a focus on the group
to be tied together
related group bonds
to be justifiably argued
to attract new converts
to represent a faith-based order
to create healthy families
a secular humanism
women from broken homes
to convert to Islam

to value traditional family values
to be rich in terms of family values
to find so appealing
to be observed
to play an integral role
to be consistent within the community
to have in common with
to provide a framework
to lead someone to happiness
to be the mainstays of religion
to be underscored by

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about the family in Islam.
b) Find ten things that are interesting to you about the family in Islam.
c) Point out the main items that people appreciate in Muslim family.
d) Find the reasons for Muslim family units being the most attractive.
Family in Islam
In Islam, considering the well-being of the “other” instead of just the “self”
is a virtue so rooted in the religion that it is evident even to those outside it. The
British humanitarian and civil rights lawyer, Clive Stafford-Smith, a non-Muslim,
stated: “What I like about Islam is its focus on the group, which is opposite to the
West’s focus on individuality.”
Individuals comprising any society are tied together by related group bonds.
The strongest of all societal bonds is that of the family. And while it can be
justifiably argued that the basic family unit is the foundation of any given human
society, this holds particularly true for Muslims. As a matter of fact, the great
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status that Islam affords to the family system is the very thing that so often attracts
many new converts to Islam, particularly women.
Family values
“With laws for almost every aspect of life, Islam represents a faith-based
order that women may see as crucial to creating healthy families and communities,
and correcting the damage done by the popular secular humanism of the past thirty
or so years, several experts said. In addition, women from broken homes may be
especially attracted to the religion because of the value it places on family, said
Marcia Hermansen, a professor of Islamic studies at Loyola University in Chicago
and an American who also converted to Islam.”
Nowhere is this trend of a people who value traditional family values as they
embrace Islam more prevalent than in North America’s Latino or Hispanic
community.
So, what are the particular values or traits
of Islamic family life that so many are finding so appealing?
In a recent newspaper report, it was observed how: “Family values play an
integral role in the formation of a Muslim community. Because of those family
values, there are a lot of other norms that are consistent within the Hispanic
community and Islam; for instance, respect for elders, married life and rearing
children, these are some of the traditions Hispanics have in common with Islam.”
Some ordinary American converts also have had a say about real life
experience, and some of these are collected in a book by the mother of such a
convert; Daughters of Another Path by Carol L. Anway. One woman, quoted in the
book, spoke about her change in attitude towards marriage and family life after
converting to Islam. “I became cleaner and quieter the further I went into the
religion. I became highly disciplined. I had not intended to marry before I was a
Muslim, yet I quickly became a wife and then a mother. Islam has provided a
framework that has allowed me to express belief, such as modesty, kindness and
love that I already had. It has also led me to happiness through marriage and the
birth of two children. Before Islam I had had no desire to have my own family
since I hated (the thought of having) kids.”
From these quotations, we can see that family values in Islam are one of its
major attractions. These values stem from God and His guidance, through the
Quran and the example and teaching of His Messenger, Muhammad, may the
mercy and blessings of God be upon him, who indicates the family unit as being
one of the mainstays of religion and Islamic the way of life. The importance of
forming a family is underscored by a saying of the holy Prophet himself, who said:
“When a man marries, he has fulfilled half of his religion, so let him fear God
regarding the remaining half.” (al-Baihaqi)
(http://www.islamreligion.com/articles/387/family-in-islam-part-1/)
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3. Now answer the following questions according to the text.
1. What is considered the well-being in Islam?
2. What does the British humanitarian and civil rights lawyer, Clive
Stafford-Smith, a non-Muslim like in Islam?
3. What is the strongest of all societal bonds?
4. What holds particularly true for Muslims?
5. What attracts many new converts to Islam, particularly women?
6. What is seen as crucial in Islam by women?
7. Why may women from broken homes be especially attracted to the
religion?
8. What plays an integral role in the formation of a Muslim community and
why?
9. Where did the family values in Islam stem from?
4. How would you comment on the following quote from the text. Share your
opinions with your partner.
One woman, quoted in the book, spoke about her change in attitude towards
marriage and family life after converting to Islam.
“I became cleaner and quieter the further I went into the religion. I became
highly disciplined. I had not intended to marry before I was a Muslim, yet I
quickly became a wife and then a mother. Islam has provided a framework that has
allowed me to express belief, such as modesty, kindness and love that I already
had. It has also led me to happiness through marriage and the birth of two children.
Before Islam I had had no desire to have my own family since I hated (the thought
of having) kids.”
5. Make speeches for the given topics (speak at least for two minutes).
a) Islam family values.
b) Extended family.
c) My family.
6. Prepare a presentation using photos and other materials to present your
family or the family of your friend.
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Can you say a few words about your family?

3 C Entertainment in Abu Dhabi
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing city life in Islamic
city.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about city life style.
go out
stay in
eat out
go to the cinema
go shopping
phone friends/family
visit friends/family
have coffee with friends
do sport
watch TV
must-see historical sites
most popular destinations
a place of leisure
healthy nightlife activity
the only venue
to do the camel safari
to feel the adrenaline rush
to be also a must
the thrill of powerboat racing
to miss some the events
to have a lot in store
hand-made crafts

read a book/a magazine
play football/tennis/volleyball
take photos
listen to the radio
go swimming/skiing/running
travel around the world
have a quiet night in
chat to people online
knit a sweater
sew a dress
adventure of your life.
entertainment options
an excellent spot
scattered throughout
within walking distance
to see stunning views
to experience the thrill of driving a 4WD
the seat of government
to be held annually
a delightfully pleasant place
to offer a glimpse of

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about city life in Abu Dhabi.
b) Find ten things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the main entertainments in Abu Dhabi.
e) Find the reasons for Abu Dhabi being the most attractive touristic
destination.
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Abu Dhabi entertainment offers
I’m sure that you’ll want to know what Abu Dhabi entertainment offers
to you.
If you want to spend your time leisurely, there are a lot of activities in Abu
Dhabifor you to do.
First of all you could do the camel safari.
You’d see stunning views in the inland desserts like Liwa and Al Ain Oasis.
You could also play golf, since Abu Dhabi is home to some of the most
excellent golf clubs that feature world-class facilities.
There’s also Wadi Bashing, if you want to feel the adrenaline rush.
Experience the thrill of driving a 4WD at crazy speeds on a dry and rocky
riverbed. Scuba diving and snorkeling is also a must because the waters of Persian
Gulf will surely stun you. The thrill of powerboat racing is surely included in the
list for its very popular to both tourists and locals alike.
Attractions in Abu Dhabi
There are also a lot of attractions in Abu Dhabi. You should see some of the
historical places in the city which would make you learn of Abu Dhabi’s rich
history and culture and still entertain you at the same time. You might want to visit
Khalifa Park and Khalifa Park Museum.
There’s also the Sheikh Zayed Mosque which is the third largest mosque in
the world and is named after the founder and first president of UAE. You might
also want to drop by at Qasr al-Hosn also known as the white or old fort. It served
as the royal palace and the seat of government until 1966. It is also the oldest
historical building of Abu Dhabi which dates back to 1793.
Cultural events in Abu Dhabi
Events in Abu Dhabi also attract a lot of tourists from all over the world.
You don’t want to miss some the events that are held annually in Abu Dhabi like
the Abu Dhabi Salsa and Jazz Festival. One of the most infamous events that take
place every year is the Camel Racing.
This gathers lots of tourists as well as locals and even members of the Royal
family. Abu Dhabi entertainment still has a lot in store for those who like sports
and art. You could attend Red Bull Air Race World Series or International Fine Art
& Antiques Fair.
The most popular trend of entertainment for the younger generation
nowadays is going to clubs or disco bars.
The nightlife in Abu Dhabi presents a less chaotic and more chilled type of
partying than what most people are used to. Spend the night out at some the best
clubs and bars in Abu Dhabi like the Colosseum. One of Abu Dhabi’s hotspot,
you’ll find a young multicultural crowd where you can dance and listen to the
latest hits played by a regular DJ.
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Places of Tourist and Cultural Interest
Amidst the towering concrete and glass structures, Abu Dhabi sports vast
green stretches that make it a delightfully pleasant place to live in. The six –
kilometer long waterfront at the Corniche, lined with parks, paved walkways and
fountains pulls large crowds of expats in the evenings, as does the new Heritage
Village on the Breakwater where ancient Bedouin life has been re-created. The
Breakwater has been reclaimed from the sea and is connected to the Corniche by a
causeway. With its cafes, restaurants and malls, the Breakwater buzzes with
activity throughout the day.
The Al-Hosn Palace in Khaladiya houses the very happening Cultural
Foundation where weekly events and cultural events are staged. The Women's
Craft Centre on Al Maktoum Street can be visited for hand-made crafts and
traditional souvenirs
Almost 200 islands face the Abu Dhabi waterfront, and their pure white
beaches are great for day-long picnics. The Al Bateen shipyard to the west of the
Corniche offers a glimpse of dhow building amidst a lush green environment.
Al Ain is 148 km from Abu Dhabi and a popular weekend getaway for
expatriates of the city. Archaeological sites of the 4th century BC, the Al Ain
Museum, the lovely oasis supporting plantations, and delightful views from the
peaks that rise up to 1340 ft are major attractions for tourists and expats alike.
(http://www.dubai-information-site.com/abu-dhabi-entertainment.html)
3. Now answer the following questions according to the text.
1. What does Abu Dhabi offer for their people?
2. What can one see in Liwa and Al Ain Oasis?
3. What can one experience in Abu Dhabi?
4. What are the cultural centres in Abu Dhabi?
5. What cultural events are held annually in Abu Dhabi?
6. What does the night life present in Abu Dhabi?
7. Where has the ancient Bedouin life been re-created?
8. What can be visited for hand-made crafts and traditional souvenirs?
9. What offers a glimpse of how building amidst a lush green environment?
4. In groups of 3 or 4 discuss the following items.
a) Modern entertainment in the world.
b) Entertainment in Islamic city.
c) Traditional features of entertainment in your region.
d) Entertainment and Muslims.
5. Prepare a presentation about the entertainment your city might offer to
tourists
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Vocabulary exercises
1. Translate the following into Russian.
1. Family values are very important for every Muslim family. 2. It’s not very
easy nowadays to establish a stable family. 3. Men are protectors and maintainers
of the family. 4. The righteous women in Muslim families are nurturers and
caregivers. 5. The primarily duty of every human being is to promote stable family
life, because it’s a great responsibility to have a family. 6. Nowadays it’s not
surprising to meet a stay-at-home dad. 7. Mothers may breastfeed their children
two complete years to complete the nursing. 8. One cannot picture to himself
modern life without cell phones. 9. When you have a digital camera your pictures
will be breath-taking. 10. Most people in the world wear sunglasses when it’s
sunny, but may forget to take an umbrella if it starts raining suddenly. 11. NY is
the most populous city with a vibrant lifestyle. 12 There are lots of art galleries,
music halls, places of leisure and of course in the city you can have healthy
nightlife activities. 13. Along with the modern air-conditioned shopping centres
you can find old fashioned bazaars. 14. This city is a favourite stop-over with a lot
of must-see historical sites. 15. There are lots of theatres and cinema halls scattered
throughout the city and no one can complain about shortage of activities. 16. This
is an excellent spot in the world with all the necessary entertainment options within
walking distance. 17. In the evenings one can make early night trips to go
sightseeing. 18. There are great opportunities to go camping or fishing, one can
even sunbathe lying in the beach and spend a quiet day. 19. The transport
infrastructure is well organized, so one can travel by public transport and feel safe.
20. If one wants to go to the nature, he/she might rent a car and run away from
noisy city.
2. Translate the following into English.
1. Невозможно представить себе современную жизнь без ноутбука или
компьютера. 2. Каждый носит с собой кредитную карту, документ, удостоверяющий личность, кошелек и связку ключей. 3. Девушки обычно ведут
дневник, куда записывают запоминающиеся события. 4. Папа работает
водителем, а в свободное время читает книги. 5. Мои бабушка и дедушка на
пенсии, бабушка вяжет очень красивые шарфы. 6. У меня есть маленькие
племянник и племянница. 7. Дядя и тетя живут на Юге, и мы с моими
кузенами каждый год ездим к ним отдыхать. 8. Мне нравится читать книги и
журналы о различных странах. 9. Ей нравится проводить тихие вечера дома,
когда она может позволить себе слушать радио или читать книги о религиях.
10. Он очень активный молодой человек, занимается спортом, встречается с
друзьями за чашечкой кофе, играет в футбол. 11. В этом городе очень тихо
и спокойно, так что мы каждый вечер гуляем по улицам. 12. По выходным
есть возможность пройтись по магазинам и приобрести модную одежду.
13. В этом кинотеатре показывают очень хорошие и интересные фильмы,
поход сюда может стать приключением всей жизни. 14. Если вы хотите
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попасть на спектакли этого театра, то вам придется позаботиться о билетах
заранее. 15. Этот город очень шумный и представляет немалую опасность
для одиноких прохожих. 16. В этом городе есть немало ресторанов, представляющих блюда различных стран. 17. Вы предпочитаете газированную или
негазированную воду? 18. Когда мы выбираемся из дома и идем в ресторан,
мы заказываем здоровую пищу, такие как овощной салат, фрукты, десерт и
зеленый чай. 19. Холодная банка колы привлекательна в жару, однако
понимаешь, что это не здоровое питье.
3. Answer the following questions.
Use the questions and some others to talk to your partner.
1. What is your father’s name?
2. Where does he work?
3. What does he like to do in his free time?
4. What does your mummy do in the free time?
5. Do you have many relatives?
6. How many brothers and sisters do you have?
7. Where do you like to spend your free time?
8. Do you prefer to stay in or go out?
9. What are the family values for Muslim family?
10. What is the role of man and woman in Muslim family?
4. Answer the following questions.
Use the questions and some others to talk to your partner.
1. What is city lifestyle?
2. Where do you spend your evenings?
3. What is your attitude to family outings?
4. What entertainment do you prefer most?
5. Do you like eating out?
6. Would you like to go to Egypt?
7. Where do you like to spend your evening?
8. Do you prefer to go out with your family or friends?
9. What are the tourist attractions in Cairo?
10. Would you like to have fast food sometimes?
11. What is healthy food for you?
12. Can you cook? What do you like to cook most?
13. Do you have your favourite restaurant?
14. What is your attitude to vegetarians?
5. Make speeches for the given topics (speak at least for two minutes).
a) City life in Islamic countries.
b) City life for Muslims in Russia.
c) Our family outing.
d) Traditional food of your region.
e) My favourite food.
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UNIT 4
OUTSTANDING PERSONALITIES IN ISLAM
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing people.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about famous people.
early life
shortly before
orphan
raise
shepherd
join
a camel driver
on behalf of
came into contact
was employed
a wealthy Meccan widow
senior
early records
made his burden light
polygamy
common practice
Divine Revelation
visiting a cave
outskirts

Seek solitude
contemplation
gone mad
initially startled
a reluctant prophet
a clot of blood
confident
messenger of God
proclaim
repent from evil
worship Allah
clarify
work miracles
preach
threaten
heavy persecution
mockery
violence
thrown into prison

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about the Prophet.
b) Find five things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the sufferings of the Prophet.
d) Find the reasons why Muhammad was reluctant.
Early Life of the Prophet
Muhammad (whose name means "highly praised") was born in Mecca in
570 AD. His father died shortly before his birth, and he lost his mother at the age
of six. The young orphan was then raised primarily by his uncle, for whom he
worked as a shepherd. At age 9 (some sources say 12), he joined his uncle on a
caravan to Syria.
As a young man, Muhammad worked as a camel driver between Syria and
Arabia. Soon he established a career managing caravans on behalf of merchants.
Through his travel first with his uncle and later in his career, Muhammad came
into contact with people of many nationalities and faiths, including Jews,
Christians and pagans.
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At age 25, Muhammad was employed by Khadija, a wealthy Meccan widow
15 years his senior. The two were married, and by all accounts enjoyed a loving
and happy marriage. Early records report that "God comforted him through her, for
she made his burden light." Although polygamy was common practice at the time,
Muhammad took no other wife than Khadija until her death 24 years later.
Divine Revelation
In his late 30s Muhammad took to regularly visiting a cave in Mount Hira,
on the outskirts of Mecca, to seek solitude and contemplation. In 610, at the age of
40, Muhammad returned from one such visit telling his wife he had either gone
mad or become a prophet, for he had been visited by an angel. The initially startled
Khadija became his first convert.
Muhammad reported that while in a trance-like state, the Angel Gabriel
appeared to him and said "Proclaim!" But like Moses, Muhammed was a reluctant
prophet. He replied, "I am not a proclaimer." The angel persisted, and the Prophet
repeatedly resisted, until the angel finally overwhelmed Muhammad and
commanded him:
Proclaim in the name of your Lord who created!
Created man from a clot of blood.
Proclaim: Your Lord is the Most Generous,
Who teaches by the pen;
Teaches man what he knew not. (Qur'an 96:1-3)
After receiving Khadija's support, and additional angelic visits, Muhammad
became confident he had indeed been chosen as the messenger of God and began
to proclaim as he had been commanded.
Muhammad's message to his countrymen was to convert from pagan
polytheism, immorality and materialism, repent from evil and worship Allah, the
only true God. He was always careful to clarify his role in God's work - he was
only a prophet. He was not an angel, he did not know the mind of God, he did not
work miracles. He simply preached what he had received.
In the first three years of his ministry, Muhammad gained only 40 followers.
And as his teachings threatened the Meccan way of life, both moral and economic,
he and his followers experienced heavy persecution. It first took the form of
mockery, but soon turned into open violence. Members of the small movement
were stoned, covered in dirt as they prayed, beat with sticks, thrown into prison
and refused service by merchants.
Hijra (Hijrah)
Persecution continued to increase until Muhammad received some welcome
news: he had gained followers in the city of Yathrib, 280 miles north of Mecca.
The city was in need of a strong leader, and a delegation from Yathrib proposed
that Muhammad take the job. In return, they pledged to worship Allah only, obey
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Muhammad and defend him and his followers to the death. Allah revealed to
Muhammed his approval of this arrangement, and Muhammad made plans to
escape to Yathrib.
The leaders in Mecca heard of the planned escape, and attempted to prevent
it. But Muhammad and his close friend Abu Bakr managed to make a narrow
escape north out of the city, evading a Meccan search party and arriving safely in
Yathrib. This event is celebrated by Muslims as the Hijra (Hijrah). The year in
which it occurred, 622, is the date at which the Muslim calendar begins. Yathrib
was renamed Medinat al-Nabi, "the City of the Prophet," and is now known simply
as Medina, "the City."
In Medina, Muhammad proved himself an able politician and statesman as
well as a prophet. Exercising superb statecraft, he welded the five heterogenous
and conflicting tribes of the city, three of which were Jewish, into an orderly
confederation.... His reputation spread and people began to flock from every part
of Arabia to see the man who had wrought this ‘miracle.’
(http://www.frmtr.com/yabanci-dil/1681253-life-prophet-muhammad-hzmuhammed-hayati-ingilizcesi.html)
Now answer the following questions.
1. When did Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) lose his parents?
2. Who raised the prophet?
3. What was Prophet Muhammad’s (pbuh) position in the caravan?
4. Who and when did Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) marry?
5. How old was Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) when he first had been visited
by angel?
6. What did Angel Gabriel say to prophet?
7. What was the message of the prophet to his countrymen?
8. Did the Meccans easily accept prophet’s ideas?
9. What city did Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) escape?
10. When is the start of Muslim calendar?
11. What is celebrated by Muslims as the Hijra (Hijrah)?
3. Speaking.
Discuss the following in groups.
a) Early life of the Prophet.
b) The Prophet and the Revelations.
c) Muhammad and Khadija.
d) Hijra (Hijrah) and Medina.
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Do you remember the facts from the Prophet’s life?

4 A The third Muslim caliph
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing the people.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about character and actions
of famous people.
to be born in a respectable family
to be well bred
to have a close relationship with smb
to acquaint someone to someone
to admire one’s politeness and tolerance
to be modest and generous
to spend a great deal of wealth on charity
to be good at bargaining
to be a highly educated man
to write down the revelations
to be assassinated
to favour the election of someone
to vote for a caliph
to become economically prosperous
to invest money in something

to be best known for
to compile the text of the Quran
to develop own traditions
to die for the cause of Allah
one’s piety
one’s humility
to be humble
to slaughter animal
to have intelligence
Call to Prayer
to stab someone with a dagger
to deal with something
to improve something
to buy well
ablution room

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Uthman bin Affan.
b) Find five things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the actions of Uthman directed to promote Islam.
d) Find the reasons why Uthman bought only half of the well.
Uthman bin Affan (RAA)
Uthman bin Affan (RAA) was born seven years after Muhammad (SAAS) in
a respectable family in Ta’if. He was generous, polite, and well bred. He never
drank alcohol or gamble. Uthman preferred to work hard and honestly, and his
business flourished, soon becoming one of the richest traders among the Quraysh
tribe.
Uthman had a very close relationship with Abu Bakr, another trader. When
Abu Bakr became a Muslim, he told Uthman about Islam and about the One True
God. He acquainted Uthman to the Prophet (SAAS). They became close friends.
Soon after, Uthman embraced Islam.
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Close Friends
The Prophet (SAAS) admired Uthman’s politeness and tolerance. He was
also very modest and generous. He spent a great deal of his wealth on charity.
The Prophet (SAAS) called him the “bashful” one. He was one of ten people
promised heaven by the Prophet (SAAS). The Prophet (SAAS) allowed Uthman to
marry two of his daughters. He married the eldest daughter, Ruqayyah bint
Muhammad, soon after he became a Muslim. After Ruqayyah’s death, he married
Um-Kulthum bint Muhammad, the Prophet’s (SAAS) second daughter. Thus, his
friends called him the man with “two lights”.
A Pious Man
Uthman was a very religious man. He usually prayed most of the night. He did
not sleep very much. Many Muslim scholars believe that the Quranic verse in Surat
Az-Zumar (ayah 9) is about Uthman:
Is one who worships devoutly
During the hours of the night,
Prostrating himself or standing in adoration,
Who believes in the Hereafter
And who places his hope
In the mercy of his Lord
(Like one who does not?)
A Scholar
Uthman was a highly educated man. He helped Prophet (SAAS) to write
down the revelations. He also helped people to understand them. Both Abu Bakr
(RAA), the first caliph, and Umar (RAA), the second caliph, asked him questions
about the revelations.
Reign as a Khalifah
When Umar was assassinated, on his death bed he formed a committee of six
people to choose the next Caliph from amongst themselves.
After Abdurrahman bin Auf (RAA) consulted the leaders of public opinion in
Medina, he arrived at the conclusion that the majority of the people favoured the
election of Uthman. On the fourth day after the death of Umar, Abdurrahman
asked people to vote for a caliph. Most people voted for Uthman. He was made
caliph in 24 A.N. at the age of seventy. He was caliph for twelve years.
In his time, Islam spread very quickly. Armenia and Azerbaijan became
Muslim countries. Persia and some parts of Byzantium were conquered. During his
caliphate a navy was organized, administrative divisions of the state were revised,
and many public projects were expanded and completed.Under Uthman the people
became economically more prosperous, and they invested their money in the
construction of buildings. Many new and larger buildings were constructed
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throughout the country. During the caliphate of Uthman as many as five thousand
new mosques were constructed.
Quran
Uthman is perhaps best known for forming the committee, which compiled
the text of the Quran, as it exists today. The reason was that various Muslim
centres, like Kufa and Damascus, had begun to develop their own traditions for
reciting and writing down the Qur'an. Towards the end of his reign, the committee
finished compiling the text, and Uthman had it copied and sent to each of the
Muslim cities commanding that alternate versions of the Quran be destroyed, and
only the official version used.
The Death of a Great Man
Uthman died at the age of eighty-two. He was fasting and reading the Quran
when assassins killed him. Even as the murderers stabbed him, Uthman continued
to read the Qur'an. His blood flowed onto the pages of the Qur'an. He died for the
cause of Allah (SWT).
(adapted from http://en.academic.ru/dic.nsf/enwiki/11508126)
3. Read the text again and mark the sentences as True or False.
1. Uthman told his friend Abu Bakr about Islam and soon after Abu Bakr
became a Muslim.
2. Uthman often spent most of the night praying.
3. Abu Bakr and Umar asked Uthman questions about the revelations.
4. At the time he was assassinated, Uthman was praying to the One True
God.
5. Uthman helped people to understand the revelations.
6. Uthman was also good at bargaining.
7. Every time the Muslims used the well, they left enough water for the Jews.
8. Uthman was one of ten people promised heaven by the Prophet (SAAS).
9. Uthman preferred to work hard and honestly, but his business didn’t
flourish.
4. Now answer the following questions.
1. Why was Uthman called the "bashful" one by the Prophet (pbuh)?
2. Why did people call Uthman "the man with two lights?"
3. Why did Uthman not sleep very much?
4. Who did Uthman marry?
5. Who introduced Uthman to the Prophet?
6. Why did the Jews stop using the well?
7. How old was Uthman when he was elected as caliph?
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8. Why did Uthman have the Quran copied and sent to each of the Muslim
cities commanding that alternate versions of the Quran be destroyed, and
only the official version used?
5. In groups, note the purpose of each of the Uthman’s purchases and its
benefit to his people. Then discuss which was the most beneficial and which
was the least beneficial of the three purchases.
GIFT
Weapons
horses and camels
Well

PURPOSE

BENEFIT

6. Imagine that you are very wealthy and you want to buy something to benefit
your community. In groups, decide on three purchases which would really
help your people today. Note the purpose of each purchase and its benefit.
Then, decide which is the most beneficial of the three.
GIFT

PURPOSE

BENEFIT
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Do you remember the facts from Uthman’s life?

4 B The Prophet’s youngest daughter
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing people’s youngest
children.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about the relationship
between people.
to be well loved
to dote on someone
to shout at someone
to insult someone
to be very proud of one’s father
intestines of a young camel
to drop something on someone’s back
to push someone away
to scream at someone
to call someone to Islam

to redeem oneself
to protect one before the wrath of Allah
to have strong faith in Allah
to suffer starvation
a dowry
armour
to be a direct male descendant
to recite some prayers to Allah
to be in pain
to whisper something in the ear

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Fatimah.
b) Find five things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the sufferings of Fatima.
d) Find the reasons why Prophet Muhammad refused to help her.
Fatimah bint Muhammad (RAA)
Fatimah’s Childhood
Fatimah (RAA) was the Prophet’s (SAAS) fourth and youngest daughter. Being
the youngest, Fatimah was well loved. All her sisters used to dote on her, especially
Zainab (RAA). Eventually, Zainab got married, followed by Ruqayyah (RAA), and
finally, Um-Kulthum. Fatimah was upset when her sisters got married. She wanted
them to stay home with her. She thought that marriage was not a good idea.
The Revelation
After the first revelation, everything changed. Her father became very active.
He talked to everyone about Allah (SWT), the One True God. Many people began
to dislike him. Sometimes they shouted at him; sometimes they insulted him.
When Fatimah saw all this, she was upset. She was very proud of her father.
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On one occasion, Fatimah was with her father in Al-Bait Al-Haram. There
were unbelievers everywhere. Muhammad (SAAS) was praying to Allah (SWT),
A man called Uqba bin Abu Mu’ait approached the Prophet (SAAS) and watched
him praying. Suddenly, he took out some intestines of a young camel from his bag
and dropped them on Muhammad’s (SAAS) back. The Prophet (SAAS) continued
to pray. Fatimah was very angry. She pushed the man away and screamed at him.
Then she cleaned her father’s back.
Fatimah was with her father one day when he had a revelation. The Prophet
(SAAS) was told to call his closest relatives to Islam. Muhammad (SAAS) began to
speak. “Oh, Quraish, redeem yourself, for I cannot protect you before the wrath of
Allah (SWT). Oh, Abdmanaf, redeem yourselves for I cannot protect you before the
wrath of Allah (SWT). Oh, ‘Abbas bin Abdulmuttalib, redeem yourself for I cannot
protect you before the wrath of Allah (SWT). Oh, Fatimah, ask for whatever you
want of my fortune, but on Judgement Day you will be alone”.
The Faith of Fatimah
Fatimah always had strong faith in Allah (SWT). Because of this, she suffered
a lot. She suffered when the idolaters hurt her father. She suffered starvation and
sickness during the Boycott. She suffered when her mother became ill. She
suffered during the journey to Yathrib.
She travelled with her sister Um-Kulthum to Yathrib. Unfortunately, some
idolaters saw them. They followed the two sisters (RAA). Finally, the idolaters
attacked them. During the attack, the sisters fell off their camels, and the camels
ran away. As a result, Fatimah and her sister had to walk. When they finally
arrived in Yathrib, they were very tired and dirty.
Fatimah Gets Married
Fatimah did not want to get married. She wanted to stay with her father.
Eventually, Muhammad (SAAS) persuaded her to marry his cousin, Ali bin Abu Talib
(KA W). Ali was not rich. He was a poor soldier. He had no dowry to give Fatimah
when they got married. Instead, he gave her his armour from the Battle of Badr.
When Fatimah married Ali, the Prophet (SAAS) prayed to Allah (SWT).
“May she be blessed and may all her children be blessed”. Allah (SWT) responded
by giving Fatimah two sons, Hassan (RAA) and Hussein (RAA). These are the only
direct male descendants of Muhammad (SAAS). Fatimah’s sisters never had any
boys. Married life was not easy for Fatimah. She was poor and had to do
everything herself – washing, cleaning, cooking, and so on.
No Help.
Fatimah was tired from working hard. She asked her husband for help. Her
husband suggested that she ask her father for a female captive, but Fatimah did not
want to ask her father for help. She got more and more tired. Eventually, she asked
her father for help, but he refused her. Later, Muhammad (SAAS) visited the couple
in their house. They were sleeping on their hard bed. It was very cold. He woke
them and asked, “Would you like something better than you asked for?”
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“Yes”, they replied.
The Prophet (SAAS) said, “All right. I’ll teach you something that Jibril
taught me”. He then taught them how to recite some prayers to Allah (SWT).
The Prophet’s (SAAS) Death
Soon after returning of Muslims to Makkah, the Prophet’s (SAAS) health
began to get worse. One day, Fatimah heard that her father was in pain, so she
rushed to his house. He was dying. When she looked at him, he smiled and called
her over. He whispered something in her ear. She began to cry. After a short while,
he whispered some more words. She smiled. A few moments later, the Seal of All
Prophets passed away. Later, Muhammad’s (SAAS) wife, ‘A’ishah (RAA), asked
Fatimah the reason of her crying.
“Because he said he was dying”, Fatimah answered. “And why did you smile
later?’ asked ‘A’ishah. Fatimah replied, “He said that I would die next”.
Fatimah's Death
Fatimah died only six months later. It was on 2 Ramadhan, 11 A.H. She woke
up one morning and felt very weak. She called her good friend, Um Rafi’. Her
friend helped her to bathe. Then she put on her best clothes. Um Rafi’ then helped
her to lie down in the middle of the room. Her head pointed towards the Qibla. She
was now ready to meet Allah (SWT), her father, and her mother. Slowly, she closed
her eyes and fell asleep. She died in her sleep.
(http://studopedia.com.ua/1_416225_bilet--FATIMAH-bint-MUHAMMAD-RAA.html)
3. Read the text again and mark the following sentences True or False.
1. Fatimah was pleased when her sisters got married.
2. After the first revelation, Muhammad (SAAS) became very popular among
the Quraish.
3. The idolaters attacked Fatimah and her sister as they travelled to Yathrib.
4. Fatimah was the only one of the Prophet's (SAAS) children to have sons.
5. Fatimah began to cry when Muhammad (SAAS) told her she would die
soon after him.
4. Now answer the following questions
1. How many daughters did the Prophet (SAAS) have?
2. Give an example from the text showing how the idolaters treated
Muhammad (SAAS) badly.
3. Why did Fatimah not want to get married to Ali?
4. When Fatimah asked her husband for help, what did Ali suggest?
5. Why do you think Fatimah smiled when the Prophet (SAAS) told her that
she would die next?
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Do you remember some information about Fatimah?

4 C Charisma and the great speeches of famous leaders
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences.
c) Work in pairs. Use the following words while talking about charisma and
communication.
appearance
charisma
cultures
digressions
eye
humour
language
listener
nerves
pace
rambler
vocabulary

actions speak louder than words
think before you speak
(can't) get a word in edgeways
hear it on the grapevine
be on the same wavelength
gel straight to the point
have a quick word with someone
burst into (laughter)
run out of (things to say)
the life of the party
hold centre stage

2. Now read three speeches made by famous people. Do you find these
speeches may attract people to follow these leaders?
a) Margaret Hilda Thatcher, Baroness Thatcher, LG –
Lady of the Order of the Garter, OM – Member of the Order
of Merit, PC – Privy Counsellor, FRS – Fellow of the Royal
Society (née Roberts, 13 October 1925 – 8 April 2013) was
the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom from 1979 to
1990 and the Leader of the Conservative Party from 1975 to
1990. She was the longest-serving British Prime Minister of
the 20th century and is the only woman to have held the
office. A Soviet journalist called her the "Iron Lady", a nickname that became
associated with her uncompromising politics and leadership style. As Prime
Minister, she implemented policies that have come to be known as Thatcherism.
Here is her speech.
“I know full well the responsibilities that await me as I enter the door No.10
and I’ll strive unceasingly to try to fulfil the trust and confidence that the British
people have placed in me and the things in which I believe. And I would just like
to remember some words of St Francis of Assisi which I think are really just
particularly apt at the moment. “Where there is discord, may we bring harmony.
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Where there is error, may we bring truth. Where there is doubt, may we bring faith.
And where there is despair, may we bring hope.” (1979)”
(http://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/104078)
b) John Fitzgerald "Jack" Kennedy (May 29, 1917 –
November 22, 1963), often referred to by his initials JFK,
was the 35th President of the United States, serving from
1961 until his death in 1963.
«In the long history of the world, only a few
generations have been granted the role of defending
freedom in its hour of maximum danger. I do not shrink
from this responsibility - I welcome it. I do not believe that
any of us would exchange places with any other people or
any other generation, The energy, the faith, the devotion
which we bring to this endeavor will light our country and all who serve it And the
glow from that fire can truly light the world.
And so, my fellow Americans, ask not what your country can do for you;
ask what you can do for your country.
My fellow citizens of the world ask not what America will do for you, but what
together we can do for the freedom of man». (1961)
(http://www.toptenz.net/top-10-greatest-speeches.php)
c) Martin Luther King, Jr. (January 15, 1929 – April 4,
1968) was an American clergyman, activist, and leader in
the African-American Civil Rights Movement. He is best
known for his role in the advancement of civil rights using
nonviolent civil disobedience. King has become a national
icon in the history of American progressivism.
«I say to you today, my friends, so even though we
face the difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a
dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream.
I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up
and live out the true meaning of its creed: "We hold these
truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal."
I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former
slaves and the sons of former slave owners will be able to sit down together at the
table of brotherhood.
I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering
with the heat of injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be
transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice.
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where
they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their
character. I have a dream today.
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I have a dream that one day, down in Alabama, with its vicious racists, with
its governor having his lips dripping with the words of interposition and
nullification; one day right there in Alabama, little black boys and black girls will
be able to join hands with little white boys and white girls as sisters and brothers.
I have a dream today». (1963)
(http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/mlkihaveadream.htm)
Now try to do this task
You read three great speeches made by charismatic leaders of their times.
Which of these appealed to you? Can you reproduce one of the speeches in a way
you think will have a great impact on your group mates.
3. Discuss the following items.
1. Who do you communicate with every day? Do you communicate well
with them? Why / Why not?
2. Who is the best communicator you know? Why?
3. When did you last have a communication problem? Who was it with?
What happened?
4. How do you feel when someone interrupts you?
5. What do you do when someone isn't paying attention to you?
6. How do you deal with someone who is rambling?
7. What techniques do you use to explain complicated things?
4. Make a dictionary trip to find out what charisma is. Then work in groups
and discuss.
1. Who is the most charismatic person you know?
2. Can there be any dangers connected with being charismatic?
3. Is charisma something you can learn or it should be inborn?
5. Now read sample topic about famous person.
TALHA bin UBAIDILLAH (RAA)
In about 610 A.H., a rich trader named Talha was in Busra, a town in
Greater Syria. There he met a Christian monk. He told the monk that he was from
Makkah.
“You are indeed fortunate”, said the monk mysteriously. “A great prophet
will appear there soon”.
“Is he a Christian monk?” asked Talha.
“No, he isn’t”, replied the monk, “but he is a prophet of God. He will spread
the word of God”.
Talha returned to Makkah immediately and told some friends about what the
monk said. They were surprised. “How do you know about this Prophet (SAAS)”
they asked.
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“A monk told me about him in Basra”, replied Talha.
They told him to talk to Abu Bakr (RAA) about the Prophet (SAAS). He went
to see Abu Bakr. “The Prophet (SAAS) is Muhammad (SAAS) the Trustworthy”,
said Abu Bakr.
Then it was Talha’s tum to be surprised. “I know Muhammad (SAAS)” said
Talha. “He is a good man, but he is just an ordinary man”.
“Oh, no, he isn’t”, replied Abu Bakr. “He is an extraordinary man!”
After meeting the Prophet (SAAS), Talha became a Muslim. He said, “These
two men would never join hands in anything dishonest”.
The Generosity of Talha
Talha was a very rich man. He made a lot of money from trading. He often
helped his family. He never left any of the Banu Tayyim in need. He helped pay
for the weddings and important celebrations. When any of his family got into debt,
he helped them to repay the debt.
He was very happy to give away his money. One day, he sold some land for
a lot of money. When he looked at the money he began to cry. Hts wife UmKulthum, daughter of Abu Bakr (RAA) asked, “Why are you crying?”
He replied, “A man with this much money might forget Allah (SWT).
“Why don’t you give it to the poor?” she asked.
He called his friends. They put the money in sacks and followed him into
Medina. They went to all the houses of the poor people in Medina and gave away
the money. At the end of the day, he had no money left. He went home penniless,
but happy.
One day a bedouin came to see him. He said, “I am from the Banu Tayyim. I
am your relative. I have no money. Please help me”.
Talha believed the man. He said to him, “I have a piece of land. Uthman
(RAA) wants to buy it for 300,000 dinars. You can have the land or the price of it”.
The Fighter
Talha was a great fighter. He was in all the great battles except Badr. He was
a great hero at Uhud. Abu Bakr called the Battle of Uhud Talha’s Battle.
At Uhud, the Muslims made a mistake. They chased the unbelievers down
the hill. Then they were attacked from behind. They did not expect this.
Talha saw that the Prophet (SAAS) was in danger. The Prophet’s (SAAS) face
was bleeding heavily. Talha fought like a madman. He carried the Prophet (SAAS)
with his left arm. He used his right arm to fight off the unbelievers.
Abu Bakr also came to the aid of the Prophet (SAAS). He saw Talha and Abu
Ubaidah (RAA) helping him. He looked at Talha. He had many wounds. One of his
fingers had been chopped off, but he did not care. He was willing to die for Allah
(SWT) and the Prophet (SAAS).
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Later the Prophet (SAAS) said, “If you want to see a man walking with
Death, just look at Talha”. He fought like no other soldier at Uhud, preferring
death to life. He was the “Hawk of Uhud”.
(http://studopedia.com.ua/1_416226_bilet---Revision-TALHA-binUBAIDILLAH-RAA.html)
6. Speaking.
Make a presentation of your own speech that might attract people and that
would make your fellows support you. Speak at least for two minutes.
Group discussion
a) Famous men in Islam.
b) Famous women in Islam.
c) The most charismatic leader in Islamic world today.
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Do you remember the facts about charisma and outstanding leaders?

4 D Mother of Isa (Jesus)
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing the life of people.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about famous people.
to become pregnant
to send someone to the temple
to dedicate himself to Allah
to grant one’s wish
to give thanks to God
to give birth to a baby
to be a gift from God
to be suitable for a girl
to look for a new guardian
to look after someone
to fast

to pray
a carpenter
a gift to all mankind
to feet tired
to be a miracle
a servant of Allah
to be blessed
to be resurrected
to be crucified
to live a pious life
to be one’s disciple

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Mariam.
b) Find five things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the sufferings of Mariam.
d) Find the reasons why Hanna gave her child to the temple.
e) Find the reasons why rabbis didn’t like Isa.
Mariam bint Imran
Hannah was an old woman who wanted to have a baby. Every day she
prayed to Allah (SWT) to let her become pregnant. She promised that if He gave
her a child, she would send him to the temple. Her child would dedicate himself to
Allah (SWT).
Allah (SWT) granted Hannah her wish. She became pregnant. Every day she
went to the temple to give thanks to God. Eventually, she gave birth to a beautiful
baby girl. Hannah called the baby Mariam (Mary).
Hannah went to the temple to speak to the rabbis. The rabbis were all sons of
Aaron. She was worried because the temple normally only accepted boys. She
asked them if they wanted to take her daughter into the temple. She expected them
to say “no”. However, they knew that Mary was a gift from God. They accepted
her. Hannah was pleased.
A rabbi named Zakaria became Mary’s teacher. He built a room in the
temple that was suitable for a girl. When Mary was old enough, she moved into
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the room. During the day she fasted. During the night she prayed and sang praises
to God.
Every night Zakaria unlocked the door. He brought her food and drink, but
she did not need it. She always had food in the room. Somehow, Zakaria knew that
the food had come from God.
Eventually, Zakaria became too old to look after Mary. He looked for a new
guardian for her. Finally, he asked Joseph to be her guardian. Joseph was a
carpenter. He was poor, but he was honest and respected by everyone.
A Visit from Jibril
One night while Mary was praying, the room suddenly lit up. Mary was
afraid to find a man standing next to her. “Do not be afraid”, he said. “I am God’s
messenger, Jibril. I bring you good news. God is with you. You will have a child.
You shall call him ‘Isa (Jesus)."
“I cannot have a child!” shouted Mary. “I am not married. No man has ever
touched me”. “Do not worry!” said the angel. “Allah (SWT) will make you a child.
The child will be God’s gift to all mankind”.
Mary and Joseph
Several months later Mary was pregnant. She was worried because she knew
the other Israelites would not understand why she was pregnant. She knew they
would hate her. Joseph was also worried. He knew that she was pregnant, too. He
asked her, “Can a plant grow without a seed? Can a tree grow without water?”
Mary replied, “Yes.”
Joseph continued, “Can a child be born without a man?”
“Yes”, Mary replied again. “Remember, Allah (SWT) first made all trees and
plants without water or seeds. He created Adam and Eve, but they had no mother
or father”.
Baby ‘Isa (Jesus)
When Mary was ready to have the baby, Allah (SWT) told her to go alone to
Bethlehem. As she approached Bethlehem, she felt tired. She sat down under a palm
tree. She thought about the Israelites. A few hours later, she gave birth to a baby boy.
She called him ‘Isa (Jesus) (AS). “They will hate me”, she said to herself.
Her newly born baby spoke to her. “Don’t be sad. Remember, your baby is a
miracle”. When Mary felt hungry and thirsty, he told her to shake the tree.
Suddenly, fresh dates fell to the ground. When she touched the ground, fresh water
came out of the dry earth. Again, her baby spoke to her. “Now you must fast. Tell
everyone that you are fasting and cannot speak”.
Mary obeyed. She returned home to Jerusalem. When people asked her
questions about the baby, she did not reply. They said bad things about her, but she
refused to speak. Eventually, the baby spoke for her: “I am a servant of Allah
(SWT). I was blessed when I was born and will be blessed when I die and am
resurrected. Be kind to my mother, for she is also blessed”.
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The Prophet ‘Isa (Jesus) (AS)
At the age of thirty, Jesus began to tell the people about Allah (SWT). He
told the people that God loved them and that they should love God. He also said
that they should love each other. He told them not to think of themselves, but to
think of others. He told them to be fair always when dealing with each other. He
said that violence was wrong.
Isa (Jesus) became famous, but many rabbis were jealous of him. He was
doing their job — telling people about Allah (SWT). However, the people loved
him more than they did the rabbis. The rabbis talked to the Roman ruler Pontius
Pilate. They also talked to Isa’s (Jesus’) disciple Judas. They asked him to help the
Roman soldiers to find Isa (Jesus) and arrest him. Judas led the soldiers to a place
in Jerusalem where Isa (Jesus) was staying. Judas pointed to a man and said,
“That’s Isa (Jesus!)” The soldiers looked at the man, but he did not look like Isa
(Jesus). Then they turned to speak to Judas. They were surprised to see that he now
looked like Isa (Jesus)! Quickly, they arrested him. They did not realize that Allah
(SWT) had changed Judas’s face so that he looked like Isa (Jesus).
A few days later, Judas was crucified and Isa (Jesus) was called to join God
in Heaven. Mary was very unhappy. She really believed that her son had been
crucified. She did not know that the crucified man was Judas. Mary continued to
live a pious life. She carried the message of God to everyone she met. She was
truly a great servant of God. Her name is mentioned in the Quran in (Surat
Maryam: 16-40; Al-Tahrim: 12).
(http://studopedia.com.ua)
3. The story of Mariam bint Imran contains several cause-effect chains. Read
the story again with a partner and complete the chart.
CAUSE
Hannah prayed to Allah (SWT) every
day to let her have a child.
Zakaria became too weak to look after
Mary.

EFFECT
She became pregnant.

Mary was pregnant.

Mary knew the other Israelites would not
understand why she was pregnant.
Many rabbis were jealous of Jesus.

Judas was crucified.

4. In groups, imagine that a girl like Mary is pregnant in modern times.
Discuss first how people would react. How would they treat her? What
would they say about her? Why would they do this? Then, discuss what
should be done. Provide reasons for your solution.
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Vocabulary exercises
1. Translate the following into Russian.
1. In his early life he almost always tried to seek solitude to clarify his
thoughts. 2. This person was an orphan and raised by his aunt had to work rather
hard first being shepherd and then camel driver. 3. I live in the outskirts of the city
where I usually come into contact with many famous people. 4. When he made a
speech on behalf of the president he suffered heavy persecution. 5. He was
confident in his deals because he considered himself to be a messenger of God. 6.
Marriage to a wealthy widow made his burden light. 7. They suffered from
mockery and open violence, but they were on the right track and were not afraid of
any threats. 8. His piety and fine character proved that he was not an ordinary
person. 9. Soon afterwards there was introduced Call to Prayer and people were not
late to the mosque anymore. 10. The slaughter of a camel or a cow or a sheep is
one way of improving that we are predators.
2. Translate the following into English.
1. Для того, чтобы улучшить жизнь, необходимо, чтобы руководители
были честными и образованными. 2. Она пробралась сквозь кусты, чтобы
поближе рассмотреть то, что находится в коробе. 3. Увидев младенца, она
сразу же влюбилась в него и решила, что она всегда будет о нем заботиться и
защищать его. 4. Было известно, что он не сможет причинить какой-либо
вред во дворце. 5. Они связали ему руки и ноги и отхлестали палками.
6. Внезапно они ввязались в бой, но силы противников превышали их и они
предпочли убежать в убежище. 7. Даже жестокость короля не смогла заставить ее поменять решение. 8. Ее приемный сын, испугавшись от наказания,
неохотно рассказал ей всю правду. 9. Необходимо подумать несколько раз,
прежде чем высказывать свою точку зрения. 10. Этот харизматичный человек
всегда был в центре внимания.
3. Now do the following exercises.
a) Use some of the words from text Fatimah to complete the passage
below.
Use the words in their correct form.
Fatimah, as Muhammad’s (SAAS) youngest daughter, was (1) ……….. by
her other sisters. However, during her life, she suffered a great deal from the ways
in which the (2) ………… insulted her father. She even once had to clean from his
back the (3) ……….. which had been dropped on him while he was praying. She
also (4) ……….. along with the other Muslims during the Boycott. Although she
did not want to get married, Fatimah’s father persuaded her to marry a poor
soldier, Ali bin Abu Talib, who did not even have a (5) ………. to give her, only
some battle (6) ……….. . Although she produced Muhammad’s (SAAS) only male
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(7) ………….. she led a hard life and wished she could have a (8) ……….. to help
her. However, Muhammad (SAAS) instead taught her to (9) ……….. some prayers
which would strengthen her against hardship. When he was dying, Muhammad
(SAAS) (10)………. to her that she would die soon after him.
b) Use some of the words from text Mariam, given below to complete
the passage below. Use the words in their correct form.
When Hannah asked Allah (SWT) for a child, she promised that her child
would be (1)………..to Allah (SWT). Soon, Allah (SWT) (2)……….. and she
became (3) ……….. Although she wanted her baby girl, Mary, to be accepted into
the temple, she (4)……….. that the priests would refuse, as serving in the temple
was not thought to be (5)……….. for a girl. While she was in the temple, Mary
(6)……….. prayed, and sang praises to God. An angel called Jibril (Gabriel)
visited her in her room one night and told her she would be (7)………… with a
child who would be God's gift to (8)………… People said bad things to her about
the baby, whom she called ‘Isa (Jesus), but the baby itself spoke up and told them
that he was a servant of Allah (SWT). He already knew that he would be
(9)……….. by the soldiers, he would die, and then he would be (10)………… He
told them to be kind to his mother, who was blessed, as he was.
4. Work in groups of 3 or 4 and discuss the following item.
You have read that Fatimah had a lonely childhood. It is perhaps true today
that many children also have a lonely childhood since both their mother and father
go out to work. In groups, list the advantages and disadvantages of both parents
going out to work. Decide whether you think it is better for one parent to stay at
home to look after the children. Discuss also whether you think the parent staying
at home should always be the wife and why or why not.
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UNIT 5
GREAT CITIES AROUND ISLAMIC WORLD
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing the city.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about famous cities in the world.
the most populous city
to straddle the strait between
to host a population of
reestablishment
to serve as an imperial capital
to conquer the city
a magical meeting place
to have top-drawer attractions
to have an insightful conversation
to unfold layers of history
to link Asia and Europe
a cultural diversity
to ransack the city
miraculously
successors

to launch an ambitious building program
to endow an impressive array of galleries
to be found littered across the city
to be an only drawcard
take eating and drinking seriously
to be the city's signature dishes
to have an infectious love of life
to have generosity of spirit
to treasure family and friendships
to transform the city into a stronghold
to see the sun set over the beautiful skyline
to have an endless supply of hospitality
to be a highlight of one’s visit
to adorn with mosaics and frescoes

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Istanbul.
b) Find five things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the main facts that has a great historical significance.
The most populous city in Turkey
Istanbul is the most populous city in Turkey, and the country's economic,
cultural, and historical center. Istanbul is a transcontinental city in Eurasia,
straddling the Bosphorus strait between the Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea. Its
commercial and historical center lies on the European side and about a third of its
population lives on the Asian side. The city is the administrative center of the
Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality, both hosting a population of around 14 million
residents. Istanbul is one of the world's most populous cities and ranks as world's
5th-largest city proper and the largest European city.
The History of the city
Founded on the Sarayburnu promontory around 660 BCE as Byzantium, the
city now known as Istanbul developed to become one of the most significant cities
in history. For nearly sixteen centuries following its reestablishment as
Constantinople or New Rome in 330 CE, it served as an imperial capital for the
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Roman and Byzantine (330–1204 and 1261–1453), the Latin (1204–1261), and the
Ottoman (1453–1922) empires. It was instrumental in the advancement of
Christianity during Roman and Byzantine times, before the Ottomans conquered
the city in 1453 and transformed it into an Islamic stronghold and the seat of the
Ottoman Caliphate.
This magical meeting place of East and West has more top-drawer
attractions than it has minarets (and that's a lot).
Why I Love İstanbul
Why do I love this city? Let me count the ways. I love the locals, who have
an endless supply of hospitality, good-humour and insightful conversation at their
disposal. I love the fact that when I walk down a city street, layers of history
unfold before me. I love listening to the sound of the muezzins duelling from their
minarets and I love seeing the sun set over the world's most beautiful skyline.
I love the restaurants, the bars and the tea gardens. But most of all, I love the fact
that in İstanbul, an extraordinary cultural experience lies around every corner.
Art & Architecture
The conquering armies of ancient times tended to ransack the city rather than
endow it with artistic treasures, but all that changed with the Byzantines, who
adorned their churches and palaces with mosaics and frescoes. Miraculously, many
of these are still here to admire. Their successors, the Ottomans, were quick to
launch an ambitious building program after their emphatic arrival. The
magnificently decorated imperial mosques that followed are architectural triumphs
that together form one of the world's great skylines. And in recent years, local
banks and business dynasties have reprised the Ottomans' grand ambitions and
endowed an impressive array of galleries, museums and festivals for all to enjoy.
Living History
İstanbul's strategic location has attracted many a marauding army over the
centuries. The Greeks, Persians, Romans and Venetians took turns ruling before
the Ottomans stormed into town and decided to stay – physical reminders of their
various tenures are found littered across the city. And the fact that the city straddles
two continents wasn't its only drawcard. This was the final stage on the legendary
Silk Routes that linked Asia and Europe, and many of the merchants who came
here liked it so much that they, too, decided to stay. In so doing, they endowed the
city with a cultural diversity that it retains to this day.
Culinary Heritage
'But what about the food?' we hear you say. We're happy to report that the
city's cuisine is as diverse as its heritage, and delicious to boot. Locals take their
eating and drinking seriously – the restaurants here are the best in the country. You
can eat edgy fusion creations, aromatic Asian dishes or Italian classics if you so
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choose, but most visitors prefer to sample the succulent kebaps, flavoursome
mezes and freshly caught fish that are the city's signature dishes.
Local Life
Some ancient cities are the sum of their monuments, but İstanbul factors a
lot more into the equation. Chief among its manifold attractions are the locals, who
have an infectious love of life and generosity of spirit. This vibrant, inclusive and
expanding community is full of people who work and party hard, treasure family
and friendships, and have no problem melding tradition and modernity in their
everyday lives. Joining them in their favourite haunts – çay bahcesis (tea gardens),
kahvehanı (coffeehouses), meyhanes (Turkish taverns) and kebapçıs (kebap
restaurants) – will be a highlight of your visit.
By Virginia Maxwell, Author
(http://www.lonelyplanet.com/turkey/istanbul#ixzz3kN8UAeu6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Istanbul)
3. Read the text again and mark the following sentences as True or False.
1. Istanbul is a transcontinental city in Eurasia, straddling the Bosphorus
strait between the Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea.
2. Istanbul is one of the world's most populous cities and ranks as world's
6th-largest city proper and the largest European city.
3. The Ottomans conquered the city in 1453 and transformed it into an
Islamic stronghold and the seat of the Ottoman Caliphate.
4. The conquering armies of ancient times tended to ransack the country
rather than endow it with artistic treasures, but all that changed with the
Byzantines.
5. In recent years, local banks and business dynasties still haven’t reprised
the Ottomans' grand ambitions.
6. İstanbul's strategic location has attracted many a marauding army over
the centuries.
7. The fact that the city straddles two continents was its only drawcard.
8. The merchants who came here endowed the city with a cultural diversity
that it retains to this day.
9. The Turkish people take their eating and drinking seriously – the
restaurants here are the best in the country.
10. Its manifold attractions are the locals, who have an infectious love of life
and generosity of spirit.
4. Prepare a presentation about the most populous city in your region and
present it to your group mates with photos and comments within 2 or 3
minutes.
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Can you say a few words about Istanbul and its role in the life of
Muslims?
c) Can you mention any facts about Istanbul being a bridge between
Europe and Asia?

5 A The Holy Islamic city
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing the city.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about famous cities in the world.
holiest city
rocky foothills
arid climate
lack of water
resources
economic fortunes
outside factors
pilgrims
hajj season
a vital impact
inhabitants
service industry
catering
transport
security
lodging
medical care
settle

ethnically varied
estimate
environs
market town
stopping point
paramount
birthplace
pilgrimage
extend
bans on
cursing
uprooting plants
significance
assert their control
independence
sharing power
conquer

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Mecca.
b) Find five things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the main facts that Mecca is the centre of pilgrimage.
Mecca
The ancient or early name for the site of Mecca is Bakkah (also transliterated
Baca, Baka, Bakah, Bakka, Becca, Bekka, etc.). An Arabic language word, its
etymology, like that of Mecca, is obscure. Widely believed to be a synonym for
Mecca, it is said to be more specifically the early name for the valley located
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therein, while Muslim scholars generally use it to refer to the sacred area of the
city that immediately surrounds and includes the Kaaba.
The form Bakkah is used for the name Mecca in the Quran in 3:96, while the
form Mecca is used in 48:24. In South Arabic, the language in use in the southern
portion of the Arabian Peninsula at the time of Muhammad, the b and m were
interchangeable. Other references to Mecca in the Quran (6:92, 42:5) call it Umm
al-Qura, meaning "mother of all settlements." Another name of Mecca is Tihamah.
Another name for Mecca, or the wilderness and mountains surrounding it,
according to Arab and Islamic tradition, is Faran or Pharan, referring to the Desert
of Paran mentioned in the Old Testament. Arab and Islamic tradition holds that the
wilderness of Paran, broadly speaking, is the Tihamah and the site where Ishmael
settled was Mecca. Yaqut al-Hamawi, the 12th century Syrian geographer, writes
that Faran is "an arabized Hebrew word. One of the names of Mecca mentioned in
the Torah." There is a Tal Faran ("Hill of Faran") on the outskirts of Mecca.
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Islam's holiest city and the third largest city in Saudi Arabia
Situated about 45 miles east of the Red Sea port of Jeddah in the rocky
foothills of the Hijaz Mountains, Mecca has a hot, arid climate, and lack of water
and other resources have kept its population and economic fortunes heavily
dependent on outside factors. The estimated two million pilgrims who visit the city
each year during the hajj season have a vital impact on the local economy.
Many of Mecca's inhabitants work in the large service industry that caters to the
hajjis, providing transport, security, food, lodging, medical care, and other services.
Because many pilgrims from around the world have settled in the city, its
population is the most ethnically varied in Saudi Arabia. According to a 2000
estimate there were 1.3 million inhabitants. Non-Muslims are not permitted to
enter the city and its environs.
In the sixth century C.E. Mecca became an important market town and
stopping point along the caravan routes connecting Yemen with Syria.
A square stone structure called the Kaaba, believed to have been built by
Ibrahim (Abraham), also gave the city religious importance.
The city is paramount in the history of Islam because it was the birthplace of
the prophet Muhammad, the site of many of his revelations from God, the focal
point of daily prayer and the main center of pilgrimage.
The Kaaba became the center of the Islamic pilgrimage ritual, and the Grand
Mosque eventually was built up around it. The sacred precinct of Mecca extends as
far as 14 miles outward from the Kaaba in an irregular circle. Inside it, a number of
prohibitions apply, including bans on fighting, cursing, hunting, and uprooting plants.
Despite its continuing religious significance, Mecca lost its political
importance in the seventh century (the first century of Islam) when the capital of
the caliphate moved first to Medina and later outside Arabia altogether.
Thus Mecca became a provincial backwater ruled by governors appointed
from afar. But as central authority weakened, local sharifs claiming descent from
the prophet Muhammad were able to assert their control and remain substantially
in power from about 965 to 1924, but never with full independence.
From 1517, the sharifs fell under the suzerainty of the Ottoman Empire but
remained effective local rulers, sharing power with the Turkish governors of Jidda.
From 1916 to 1924, Mecca was part of the short-lived Kingdom of the Hijaz
proclaimed by the last sharif, but then was conquered and incorporated into Saudi
Arabia.
(adapted from http://schools-wikipedia.org/wp/m/Mecca.htm)
3. Read the text again and answer the following questions.
1. What is the ancient name for Mecca?
2. What is the other reference to Mecca in the Quran?
3. Where is Mecca situated?
4. Where do usually Meccans work?
5. When did Mecca become an important market town?
6. When did Mecca lose its political importance?
7. What happened between 1916 to 1924?
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Can you say a few words about the Mecca and its role in the life of
Muslims?

5 B Jakarta is a dynamic city
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing the location of the city.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about the history of the city.
the daunting extremes
to throw up challenges
the surreal juxtapositions
the gridlocked streets
to be remarkably good-natured
the riotous nightlife
to rub shoulders with someone
a sleek lounge bar
to go clubbing till dawn
to be a primary tourist destination
to offer an interesting insight into
the swanky shopping malls
to live at a headlong pace
to be palpable
to power ahead
to be a top traveller highlight
to give a snapshot of something
to become the headquarters

colonial heritage
to be preserved
the remnants of the wooden-shuttered buildings
to be a sensory feast
a first-time visitor
to be a ten-minute walk
to feel intimidated by something
to be combined with a poignant sense of decay
to reach an intricate cast iron arch
to lead away from the square
to spot more decaying colonial relics
to shield one from the sun’s glare
to be worth popping into something
to grab a window seat
Javanese teak wood
to be an international trade hub
to pay a visit
to recount the maritime history

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Jakarta.
b) Find five things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the main facts that Kota offers an interesting insight into the
capital’s long history.
d) Find out the examples of Dutch architecture in the text.
Jakarta is a tourist destination
One of the world’s greatest megalopolises, Jakarta is a dynamic city of
daunting extremes that's developing at a pace that throws up challenges and surreal
juxtapositions on every street corner.
The city is certainly no oil painting, yet beneath the unappealing facade of
high-rises, relentless concrete and gridlocked streets, Jakarta has many faces and
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plenty of surprises. Its citizens are remarkably good-natured, optimistic and
positive, and compared to many of the world’s capitals, crime levels are very low.
From the steamy, richly scented streets of Chinatown to North Jakarta's riotous,
decadent nightlife, the city is filled with unexpected corners. Here it’s possible to
rub shoulders with Indonesia’s future leaders, artists, thinkers and movers and
shakers in a bohemian cafe or a sleek lounge bar and then go clubbing till dawn
(and beyond).
Jakarta certainly isn’t a primary tourist destination, but parts of the atmospheric
old city (Kota) offer an interesting insight into the capital’s long history. There are a
handful of good museums and dozens of swanky shopping malls.
A city in the fast lane, life is lived here at a headlong pace, driven by a
surging economy and an industriousness and optimism that's palpable.
Exploring Kota, Jakarta's old town
While Indonesia’s capital is powering ahead as a global business hub, Kota,
its old town, is arguably still its top traveller highlight. Indonesia’s Dutch colonial
roots can be explored here, and Jakarta's historical quarter gives a snapshot of how
the cityscape looked before the skyscrapers moved in.
In the 1600s, Kota became the headquarters of the Dutch East India
Company. Sadly this colonial heritage was not preserved as well as it has been in
the likes of other Southeast Asian colonial outposts such as Singapore and Penang,
and there are only a few remnants of the attractive wooden-shuttered buildings left
today. Still, Taman Fatahillah (Fatahillah Square) and its surroundings are a
sensory feast for a first-time visitor to the city.

From the bridge, with the Kali Besar canal on your right, it’s just a tenminute walk straight down towards Taman Fatahillah, though it does involve
crossing a couple of busy roads – if you feel intimidated by the swarms of cars and
motorbikes speeding towards you, find a group of locals and cross with them. The
buildings along this strip have a distinctly European feel, combined with a
poignant sense of decay. As you approach the square, the street becomes lined with
trees and gerobak (mobile food carts) selling strips of vacuum-packed sweets and
siomay bandung – steamed fish dumplings served with peanut satay sauce from
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wooden carts. Eventually you reach an intricate cast iron arch on the left that marks
the entrance to Taman Fatahillah.
Take some time to explore the side streets leading away from the square (be
careful to watch your belongings as you weave around the crowds) to spot more
decaying colonial relics, and see local tatoo artists at work in their crude, streetside
studios. Another option is to rent one of the many colourful bicycles for hire – with
matching-hued floppy hats thrown in for free to shield you from the sun’s glare –
and explore on two wheels.
It’s worth popping into the tiny Museum Wayang (Puppet Museum) to
understand how integral puppeteering has been to Indonesian storytelling for
centuries. The museum’s exhibits range from 16th century Wayang Banjay puppets
from Borneo to the hand puppets from the 1980s children’s TV show Unyil which
look a bit like alarmed Cabbage Patch Kids. Free performances with traditional rod
puppets take place in its theatre every Sunday – they are in Bahasa, but watching the
live gamelan orchestral accompaniment is a worthwhile cultural experience.
Dominating the northern side of Taman Fatahillah Cafe Batavia, named after
the former colonial name of the capital, housed in a 19th century building that was
originally used by the Dutch government, it’s a great spot for escaping the heat and
people-watching over Taman Fatahillah. Grab a window seat upstairs in the Grand
Salon constructed entirely of Javanese teak wood, and try the Batavia Punch
mocktail – a zingy blend of pineapple and lime juice.
If you’re keen to see more colonial buildings, rent a bicycle from Taman
Fatahillah and pedal the 1.5km to Sunda Kelapa, Jakarta’s historical port, and the
original reason why the city was an international trade hub. Stroll among the rows
of traditional Bugis Phinisi Schooner ships anchored on the dock and peruse the
stalls of the busy fish market, soaking up the local ambience. If you have time, pay
a visit to the turquoise- shuttered Museum Bahari, which recounts the maritime
history of Indonesia’s archipelago.
Alternatively, exit Taman Fatahillah from the southeastern corner and
continue southwards along the main road for about 30 seconds to reach Kota
Station. Originally built in the 19th century, it was renovated and reopened in 1929
after being re-designed by a Dutch architect, who created a western art deco facade
with an indefinable local twist.
by Rose Dykins·
(http://www.lonelyplanet.com/indonesia/travel-tips-and-articles/exploring-kotajakartas-old-town#ixzz3kOpf9xKf)
3. Read the text again and answer the following questions.
1. What does Jakarta throw up on every street corner?
2. What kind of people are the citizens of Jakarta?
3. What is the crime level in Jakarta?
4. Who could you possibly rub shoulders with in Jakarta?
5. What place could offer an interesting insight into the capital’s long
history?
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

What is still a top traveller highlight?
What a snapshot does Jakarta's historical quarter give?
What did Kota become in the 1600s?
Is there any attractive wooden-shuttered buildings left today?
How does the author describe the way to Taman Fatahillah?

4. Fill the gaps with the words given below so that it’s close to the text.
daunting, wooden, animated, tour, fried, rare monument, constructed, sample,
merchant, pedestrians, dotted, remaining, teeming.
Set off on a walking ……………. at Kota Intan bridge (also known as
Chicken Market Bridge). ...………… by the Dutch in the 17th century, the
………… drawbridge extends over the Kali Besar canal, and would have been
raised to accommodate ……………. ships. The last ………………. bridge of its
kind, it is no longer raised, and can’t be crossed by ……………… – its planks are
in disrepair – but there is talk of a renovation project. For now, it’s worth a visit to
witness a …………………… to the city's Dutch colonial era.
Kota's 1.8-acre central square is usually ……………….. with Indonesian
tourists, and encapsulates the vibrant, edgy and slightly ……………. character of
Jakarta. ……………. with multi-coloured striped parasols, it is the business arena
of some 200 carts selling all manner of tourist tat and street food. A multi-layered
aroma of sweet, spicy and barbeque scents permeates the square, and you can
…………….. local delicacies - fromgado-gado (Indonesian salad with peanut
sauce) to kerak telor (omelette …………… with sticky rice, dried shrimp, and
shredded coconut) from the ……………… vendors for next to nothing. A food
festival is held at Taman Fatahillah every year in March.
5. Now read the text again and mark the following text as True, False or
Doesn’t Say.
1. Jakarta is a dynamic city of daunting extremes that's developing at a pace.
2. Beneath the relentless concrete and gridlocks, Jakarta has many faces and
plenty of surprises.
3. The citizens are remarkably good-natured, optimistic and positive, and
compared to many of the world’s capitals, crime levels are very high.
4. Jakarta certainly is a primary tourist destination.
5. In the 1600s, Kota became the headquarters of many Dutch East India
Companies.
6. As you approach the square, the street becomes lined with trees and gerobak
(mobile food carts) selling food from wooden carts.
7. Free performances with traditional rod puppets take place in its theatre every
Sunday.
8. Pay a visit to the turquoise-shuttered Museum Bahari, which reflects the
maritime history.
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Do you remember some information about historical cities in Islamic
world?

5 C The most visited place by Muslims in Tatarstan
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences.
c) Work in pairs. Use the following words to describe the renewed historical
city.
archaeological site
lie on the shores
confluence
evidence
medieval city
settlement
civilization
exist
Golden Horde
apart from
spatial organization
predominantly preserve
mausoleum
bath houses
shrine
pilgrimage destination
on the edge
contemporary
tribe
found

depart towards
establish
embrace Islam
a trade centre
handicraft production
leather goods
relocate
influential
be seized
fortification
be dismantled
destructions
revival
the urban centre
archaeological remains
within the property
Black Chamber
cultural heritage
national significance

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Bolgar.
b) Find five things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the main facts that Bolgar is the most important city from
Islamic history viewpoint in Russia.
Bolgar was the political, economic and cultural center of the Volga-Kama
Bulgar. There was the seat of a Khan, here were coins minted, crafts developed.
Over time, the city of Bolgar was built and flourished in the center stood the
Khan's Palace and Mosque. Scholars and poets worked here. History has recorded
the names of such prominent people as the poet Kul Gali, a scholar and historian
Ibn Yakub Nugman, philosopher Hamid al-Bulgari. Widespread literacy rates
show inscriptions on fragments of pottery, jewelry, and on the stone.
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The archaeological site of Bolgar lies on the shores of the Volga River south
of its confluence with the River Kama. It contains evidence of the medieval city of
Bolgar, an early settlement of the civilization of Volga Bolgars, which existed
between the 7th and the 15th centuries.
Bolgar was also the first capital of the Golden Horde in the 13th century.
Apart from references to its spatial organization, the site predominantly preserves
its religious buildings, including a former mosque, a minaret and several
mausoleums, but also bath houses as well as remains of a Khan's palace and shrine.
For Tatar Muslims, the historical complex of Bolgar is the place of visit
(ziyarah/ziyarat), as here were the graves of the Muslim santons. Also, according
to the legend, one of the companions (Sahabah) of the Prophet Muhammad was
buried here.
The archaeological and historical complex of Bolgar is located on the shores
of the Volga River, approximately 30 km south of the confluence of Volga and
Kama and 200 km south of the capital of Tatarstan, Kazan. It is situated on the
edge of the Volga river terrace to the immediate east of the contemporary village
of Bolgar.
The Bolgars were a collective group of nomadic tribes which formed during
the period of the great migration of peoples. In the 630s they founded the state of
Bolgaria to the north of the Balkans. In the 8th century some Bolgar tribes
departed towards the central Volga region and established the nation of Volga
Bolgaria. The town of Bolgar became the nation's capital in the 10th century and it
was here that in 922 the Bolgars officially embraced Islam.
Bolgar developed to become a trade centre between Eastern Europe and Central
Asia as well as a centre of handicraft production, well-known for its leather goods.
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In the 12th century the capital of the Volga Bolgars was relocated to Bilyar.
However, Bolgar remained very influential. In 1236 the town was seized and
burned by the Mongols and its fortifications were dismantled.
Despite these destructions, Batu Khan selected Bolgar as the first capital of
the Golden Horde in 1242. This lead to a new revival in the second half of the 13th
century and Bolgar became the urban centre of the newly established state.
Architectural and archaeological sites
Architectural reserve objects are unique as evidence of disappeared States of
Volzhskaya Bulgaria and the Golden Horde, they are the monuments of medieval
Islamic architecture and the only example of the Bulgarian-Tatar architecture in the
middle of XIII-XIV centuries.
Cathedral Mosque, XIII century. It is the only survived religious building
of early Golden Horde period. The Mosque towered high above the surrounding
buildings and was clearly visible from the water. Magnificent structure was
designed to demonstrate the power of the state and the greatness of Islam. To the
northern wall of the Mosque is adjacent a ledge –it is the foundation of the Great
Minaret, which has not survived to the present days.
Northern Mausoleum, XIV century. It was built over the graves of notable
people. It is also known as "Monastic cellar," as it was used for food storage. Today
in the mausoleum functions the exhibition of Bulgarian epigraphic monuments.
East Mausoleum, XIV century. It is the Shrine of the Bulgarian nobility. It
is the best preserved monument of the Bulgarian architecture. At the beginning of
XVIII century the mausoleum was rebuilt and used as a church. The exposure
within the building using the archaeological excavation site tells the story of the
settlement from the XI century to the present day.
Church of the Assumption, XVIII century. Built in the Islamic region
church demonstrates traces of russification policy pursued by the tsarist
government. Now the former church is a museum, which collects found during
archaeological excavations evidence of material culture, life of Bulgarians: dishes,
artisans’ tools, jewelry.
Small Minaret and Khan's Tomb, XIV century. Preserved buildings were
part of a set of tombs, memorial mosques, located on the territory of "graveyard of
the Khan." According to a legend, in this place were buried Sahibs - the first
preachers of Islam on the Bulgarian earth.
White House - the ruins of baths XIV century. In the East, neatness is a
synonym of a virtue, so baths have always played an important role in public life.
Rooms at baths often served as places for meeting, conversations, public speaking.
For women, the bath was the only place where they could meet their friends and
spend time in idle talk.
Black Chamber, XIV century - the most well-preserved monument of the
Bulgarian architecture. Its precise function is still unknown. Some researchers
believe that in this building housed the tribunal, others - a mosque or a madrasah,
while others argue that cells and a large prayer hall were meant for wandering
dervishes.
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Small town - an architectural complex XIII-XIV centuries, located outside
the limits of the main settlement. There is no consensus about its destination.
Ruins of the Khan baths, XIII century, one of the earliest stone buildings
on the site. Khan's room was right next to the Khan's palace and close to the city
center.
Several monuments and archaeological remains within the property, including
the so-called Cathedral Mosque, Black Chamber, North and East Mausoleums, the
Khan’s Shrine, the Smaller Minaret and the Church of Dormition are registered as
cultural heritage of national significance under the Federal Law on Properties of
Cultural Heritage (Monuments of History and Culture) of Peoples of the Russian
Federation (2002). In addition the complete Bolgar State Historical and Architectural
Cultural Preserve was placed on the List of Properties of Historic Importance based
on the Edict of the President of the Russian Federation on the Confirmation of the
Federal (all-Russia) Historical and Cultural Heritage List (1995).
“The Great Bolgar” – this is how they often call this world-famous museum
preserve, and rightly so. The site of the ancient settlement of Bolgar, registered by
UNESCO and renowned for its history and legends, attracts hundreds of thousands
of tourists from all over the world every year. There are indeed many good reasons
to see this wonderful place.
(http://visit-tatarstan.com/top/sections/18)
(http://tw-tour.ru/en/tatarstan/bolgar/muzei/gorod-muzej-bolgar.html)
(http://www.prosv.ru/umk/spotlight/info.aspx?ob_no=32495)
(http://dictionary.sensagent.com/Volga-Bulgaria/en-en/)

3. Now discuss with your group mates.
1. Is Bolgar really cultural heritage of national significance?
2. Have you ever visited Bolgar and what is your opinion about it?
3. Would you recommend to foreign tourists coming from different countries
with different religious beliefs visit this historical city?
4. Make a presentation of the historical city that might attract people. Speak
at least for two minutes.
5. Make a search at home and then with your partner be ready to talk about
one of the given statements. Share your ideas, present your opinion and give
the reasons for your ideas.
− Great cities in Islamic world.
− The history of Mecca.
− The reconstruction of the Historical city Bolgar in Tatarstan.
− Famous historical city in Islamic world.
− Famous historical city in the world.
− Famous historical city in your region.
− My native town and the city of my dream.
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Vocabulary exercises
1. Translate the following into Russian.
1. This holiest city is located in the rocky foothills and has an arid climate.
2. Lack of water resources doesn’t prevent the people of the country from
economic fortunes. 3. A vital impact for the city’s annual income is made by
pilgrims coming here during the high season. 4. The inhabitants of the city make
money through catering, security, lodging and other service industries. 5. It is the
birthplace of the most famous person and here are bans on cursing, hunting
and uprooting plants. 6. This market town is a stopping point for all the travellers.
7. Many refugees flee away from their homes to this religious site to escape from
dangerous war sites. 8. This man was born to be a ruler and bring the unity for the
divided city. 9. That city remains the de facto capital of the country and rapidly
develops touristic sites to become the top destination for travellers. 10. When the
city was conquered the allies decided to destroy all the monuments, and all the
local population was driven out of the city.
2. Translate the following into English.
1. Этот археологический памятник находится на берегу реки и являет
собой останки средневекового города. 2. Данное поселение преимущественно
сохранило существовавшие в Золотой Орде бани, мавзолеи, палаты. 3. В этом
месте наши предки приняли Ислам в 922 году, позже оно стало торговым
центром, популярным ручными изделиями и товарами из кожи. 4. Черная
Палата является культурным наследием национального значения, которая
охраняется законом Российской Федерации. 5. Эти укрепления были
захвачены врагами, и они сделали из него городской центр. 6. Это
историческое место является местом посещения (зийарат) для мусульман
России и ежегодно сюда приезжают сотни тысяч людей, чтобы отдать дань
уважения своим предшественникам. 7. В этом городе достаточно много
исторических памятников, отражающих культуру проживающего здесь
народа. 8. Если вы захотите купить что-либо модное и не очень дорогое, то
добро пожаловать в торговый центр рядом с книжным магазином. 9.
Городские власти сделали много для того, чтобы горожане могли приятно
провести время в парках, скверах и возле озера на пляже. 10. Приехав в этот
город, вы можете остановиться в отеле, арендовать дом или снять комнату с
завтраком.
3. Now read the text about Tatarstan, Kazan and answer the questions.
Tatarstan (Kazan)
Tatarstan is situated in the middle Volga and lower Kama river valleys.
Kazan is the capital; other important cities are Almetevsk, Leninogorsk, and
Bugulma. The low, rolling plain that makes up most of the republic's territory
yields fodder crops, wheat and other cereals, sugar beets, sunflowers, and flax.
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The republic is leading Russian oil and natural-gas producer and the starting
point for a pipeline to Eastern Europe. There are also important deposits of brown
coal, limestone, gypsum, dolomite, and marl. Lumbering and food, leather, oil
refining, and fur processing are major Tatar industries. Manufactures include
machinery, chemicals, and pharmaceuticals.
The Volga, Kama, Belaya, and Vyatka rivers are important for both
transportation and irrigation. There are several hydroelectric stations.
Turko-Tatars make up around 50% of the population, and most live in rural
areas. Russians, generally urban, constitute some 40%, and there are Chuvash,
Udmurt, Mari, and Mordovian minorities. Sunni Islam is the chief religion.
Bulgars dominated the region from the 8th to 13th cent., when it was
conquered by the Mongols of the Golden Horde; their Tatar descendants, in turn,
gradually replaced or absorbed the Bulgar population.
Russian colonization followed the capture (1552) by Czar Ivan IV of the
khanate of Kazan, the most powerful of the Tatar states emerging from the empire
of the Golden Horde.
The Tatar ASSR was organized in 1920 as one of the first autonomous areas
established by the Soviet government. In 1990 a declaration of sovereignty was
adopted, and in 1991 the republic declared itself independent. This declaration was
recognized by no other state. The republic was not a signatory to the Mar. 31,
1992, treaty that established the Russian Federation, but it signed a power-sharing
treaty with Russian government in 1994. Russian legislation (2003) forced a
renegotiation of the treaty; a new treaty was finally ratified in 2007.
(http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Tatarstan.aspx)
1. Where is Tatarstan located?
2. What nationalities living in Tatarstan are mentioned in the text?
3. What are the important cities in Tatarstan?
4. What minerals is Tatarstan rich for?
5. What are the official languages?
6. What are the other languages?
7. What important rivers can you mention?
8. What is told about Bolgars?
9. Who conquered Bolgars?
10. What happened in 1552?
11. When was Tatarstan ASSR organized?
12. When was a power-sharing treaty signed?
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UNIT 6
THE SIGHTS OF ISLAMIC CITIES
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing sightseeing objects.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about famous sights.
the most diverse countries
sweeping desert
winding alleyways
to be tailor-made for travelers
richly coloured rugs
to lust after
to offer breathtaking pleasures
to glisten in the thin air
views over a fluffy cloudbank
to inform one’s dreams
to encroach modernity
man-made features of the landscape
the techniques of carpet makers
to burst with Maghrebi mystique
the serene countryside
to follow a fine tradition of nomads
to have bestowed World Heritage status
medieval Islamic city
carnivalesque street-theatre
a backpacking student
to fall through

the grand spectacle
to inspire someone
to explore the amazing land
to involve nothing more than sitting in a
café
to wait for the mint tea to brew
to leave enough time to do smth
to hike up the highest peak
to roll couscous
camel trekking
to get lost in the medina
to sweat in the hammam
to sleep in the famous riads
to relax on panoramic terraces
to mop up tajines flavoured with saffron
and argan
to be inscribed on UNESCO’s World
Heritage list
the most remote outposts
to find monumental mosques
a well-preserved relic
rambling lanes
sturdy ramparts
to be used as location for historical movies

2. Reading.
a) Read the text about Morocco and its sights.
b) Find five things that are interesting to you.
c) Point out the main facts that Morocco is worth visiting.
Morocco is one of the most diverse countries in Africa, with high mountains,
sweeping desert, rugged coastline, and the winding alleyways of ancient medina
cities and souqs.
Mountains & Desert
From Saharan dunes to the peaks of the High Atlas, Morocco could have
been tailor-made for travellers. Lyrical landscapes carpet this sublime slice of
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North Africa like the richly coloured and patterned rugs you’ll lust after in local
cooperatives. The mountains – not just the famous High Atlas but also the Rif and
suntanned ranges leading to Saharan oases – offer simple, breathtaking pleasures:
night skies glistening in the thin air, and views over a fluffy cloudbank from the
Tizi n’Test pass. On lower ground, there are rugged coastlines, waterfalls and
caves in forested hills, and the mighty desert.

Traditional Life
The varied terrain may inform your dreams, but it shapes the very lives of
Morocco’s Berbers, Arabs and Saharawis. Despite encroaching modernity, with
motorways joining mosques and kasbahs as man-made features of the
landscape, Moroccan people remain closely connected to the environment. The
nomadic southern ‘Blue Men’ brave the desert’s burning expanses in robes and
turbans, with mobile phones in hand. Likewise, traditional life continues – with
tweaks – in the techniques of Berber carpet makers, in date cooperatives, in
medina spice trading, and in the lifestyles in mountain hamlets and ports like
Essaouira.
Ancient Medinas
Often exotic, sometimes overwhelming and always unexpected, these
ancient centres are bursting with Maghrebi mystique and madness: the perfect
complement to the serene countryside. When you hit town and join the crowds,
you follow a fine tradition of nomads and traders stretching back centuries.
UNESCO has bestowed World Heritage status on the Fez medina, the world’s
largest living medieval Islamic city, and on the carnivalesque street-theatre of the
Djemaa el-Fna in Marrakesh.
Why I Love Morocco
I first went to Morocco as a backpacking student in 1993. I didn’t plan it –
another trip had fallen through – but it was one of the happiest accidents of my life.
I got wonderfully lost in the medina in Fez, got blisters climbing Jebel Toubkal,
sunburn in the desert in Merzouga and hypnotised by the grand spectacle of
Marrakesh’s Djemaa el-Fna. Most importantly, it inspired me to come back, and
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over the last 20 years I’ve spent more time exploring this amazing land than any
other country on the planet.

Moroccan Activities
Meeting the Moroccan people involves nothing more than sitting in a cafe
and waiting for your mint tea to brew. The trick is to leave enough time to watch
the world go by with the locals when there’s so much else to fit in: hiking up North
Africa’s highest peak, learning to roll couscous, camel trekking, shopping in the
souqs, getting lost in the medina, and sweating in the hammam. Between the
activities, you can sleep in the famous riads, relax on panoramic terraces and grand
squares, and mop up tajines flavoured with saffron and argan.
Medinas and World Heritage Sites
Morocco has nine locations inscribed on UNESCO’s World Heritage list.
The sites range from the two millennia-old ruins of Volubilis, once one of the
Roman Empire’s most remote outposts, to the new town of Rabat, built during the
French colonial period from 1912 to the 1930s. Four medinas (old cities) make it
onto the list: Marrakesh, Essaouira, Fez and Tetouan. Here you’ll find monumental
mosques, labyrinthine souqs, public squares that are anything but square, domed
hammans (bathhouses), fountains and communal ovens. The Spanish-Moorishstyle city of Meknes also has some of these features, blending elements of Islamic
and European style architecture and town planning. Rounding out the list are the
16th-century fortified Cité Portugaise (Portuguese City) of El-Jadida, a wellpreserved relic of rambling lanes and sturdy ramparts; and the kasbah (citadel) of
Aït Benhaddou, one of the best preserved in the Atlas region and often used as
location for historical movies.
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By Paul Clammer, Author
(http://www.lonelyplanet.com/morocco#ixzz3kUOakOZ9
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/morocco/things-to-do/medinas-and-world-heritagesites#ixzz3kUPPLKq5)
3. Read the text again and mark the following statements as True, False or
Doesn’t Say.
1. Morocco is one of the best countries in Africa.
2. From Saharan dunes to the peaks of the High Atlas, Morocco could have
been tailor-made for travelers.
3. Lyrical landscapes carpet this sublime slice of North Africa like the richly
coloured and patterned rugs you’ll miss for all your life.
4. The mountains offer simple, breathtaking pleasures.
5. On lower ground, there are rugged coastlines, waterfalls and caves in
woodland, and the mighty desert.
6. The varied terrain may inform your dreams, but it shapes the very lives of
Morocco’s Berbers, Arabs and Saharawis.
7. Moroccan people remain closely connected to their surroundings.
8. The traditional life continues in the lifestyles in mountain hamlets and ports
like Essaouira.
9. When you reach any town and see the crowds, you might follow a fine
tradition of nomads and traders stretching back centuries.
10. Fez medina is considered the world’s largest living medieval Islamic city
by UNESCO.
11. I first went to Morocco as a backpacking student in 1983.
12. Unfortunately, it didn’t inspire me to come back here once again.
13. Over the last 20 years I’ve spent all my life exploring this amazing land
than any other country on the planet.
14. Meeting the Moroccan people means nothing more than sitting in a cafe
and waiting for your mint tea to brew.
15. Morocco has a lot of locations inscribed on UNESCO’s World Heritage
list.
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4. Now answer the following questions using the information from the text.
1. Why do you think Morocco is so popular tourist destination?
2. What might a person lust after in local cooperatives?
3. What do the Moroccan mountains offer the tourists?
4. What can you mention about traditional Moroccan life?
5. Why do you think UNESCO has bestowed World Heritage status on the
Fez medina?
6. What changes happened with a person who went first to Morocco as a
backpacking student?
7. What activities might be taken in Morocco?
8. What are the four medinas that are on UNESCO’s World Heritage list and
what are they famous for among tourists?
5. Now work in groups of 3 or 4 and discuss the following statement from the
text. Try to present the ideas not only from the text, but your own and
expand on them.
“The trick is to leave enough time to watch the world go by with the locals
when there’s so much else to fit in: hiking up North Africa’s highest peak, learning
to roll couscous, camel trekking, shopping in the souqs, getting lost in the medina,
and sweating in the hammam.”
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Can you say a few words about The Al-Azhar Mosque?

6 A Great Mosques around the world
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing the historical
monuments.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about the sights.
the second-largest mosque
to give Al-Azhar a run for its money
to date from
the holiest mosque
to govern the timing of all Islamic
festivals
to be not permitted
to be founded
a wealthy refugee
to inherit a great deal of money
to be built by
to be named after
to be a shining example of an architecture
impressive domes
to be duly supported by pillars
a residential theological school
to be commissioned
to be noted for
political stability
lack of architectural innovation

under the rule of someone
inscriptive plaque
to form the basis of
to be completely rebuilt
to get a chance to visit
to be quite unique
to be surmounted by a copper clad
the prayer space
to erect a building
a house of worship
a striking blend
to secure official support
to provide facilities for
to feature a magnificent architecture
religious services
to serve Muslims
to recognize Islam as a peaceful religion
to improve the Integration of Muslims
to be voted

2. Reading.
a) Read the information about great mosques around the world.
b) Point out the main facts that these monuments are worth visiting.
1. Kairaouine Mosque, Fes
The Kairaouine Mosque (Djemaa el Kairaouine) in
Fes is the second-largest mosque in Morocco (after the
new Hassan II Mosque in Casablanca) and gives Al-Azhar
in Cairo a run for its money as the world’s oldest
university. Its minaret dates from 956 and is the oldest
Islamic monument in Fes.
The Kairaouine is also the holiest mosque in Morocco and governs the timing
of all Islamic festivals across the country. Non-Muslims are not permitted to enter
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the mosque. The Kairaouine Mosque was founded in 857 by Fatima al-Fihri, the
daughter of a wealthy refugee from the holy city of Kairouan in Tunisia. Fatima and
her sister Mariam inherited a great deal of money from their father, and Fatima
vowed to spend all of it on a suitable mosque for the Tunisian community in Fes.
2. Jumma Masjid, Ahmedabad
Located in Mizapur on the Northern side of the
Ahmedabad city, Rani Rupmati mosque is one the
ancient mosques of the city. It was built by Sultan
Mehmood Beghara. Named after Rani Rupmati, the
wife of Sultan, the mosque was constructed during
1430-1440 AD.
This mosque is a shining example of an architecture that is a combination of
both Hindu and Muslim Styles. Some of the features that best describe the Rani
Roopmati mosque of Ahmedabad, Gujarat are impressive domes, carved galleries
and tall minarets. The mosque consists of three domes that are duly supported by
pillars. The dome that lies in the central position illuminates the mosque with
natural light.
3. Abdulla Khan Mosque, Bukhara
Shaybanid ruler Abdullah Khan II (1556-1598)
built this madresa as a residential theological school,
immediately opposite his earlier Madar-i Khan Madresa
(1566-67), thus creating another of Bukhara’s typical
double madrasa ensembles (kush madrasa).
Built during Bukhara’s third and last great
construction phase when numerous civic structures were
commissioned such as caravan serais, tims, taks, hauz and khanqahs. This madresa
is noted for its mastery of architectural form, plan and structure at a period of
declining trade, political stability and lack of architectural innovation.
4. Edirne Old Mosque
This is one of the earliest Ottoman mosques in
Turkey (completed in 1414 under Mehmet I). It is
located east of the square, On Talatpasa Street just past
the still functioning Bedesten Bazaar. It’s interesting
because Edirne is on the European side, but was
conquered before Constantinople, which fell in 1453.
The construction of the Old Mosque of Edirne
began in 1402 by order of Emir Suleyman and was completed under the rule of his
brother Mehmed I in 1414. The inscriptive plaque above its western portal gives the
name of the architect, Haji Alaeddin of Konya and the builder, Omer bin Ibrahim.
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5. Central Mosque, Tashkent
This is the third largest cathedral mosque in
Uzbekistan surpassed only by two structures of this
kind – the Bibi-Khanim Mosque in Samarkand and the
Kalyan Mosque in Bukhara. The Juma Mosque forms
the basis of the Registan Ensemble located in the area
of Chorsu Square. Construction of the mosque is
delivered to the 15-18th and the end of the 19th
centuries. The main Juma Mosque of Tashkent has been completely rebuilt, and
now not one but three domes crown the old city hall.
6. Djemaa El Djedid, Algiers
Algeria’s mosques are interesting, different
styles reflect upon Algeria’s national history. The one
that all seem to get a chance to visit is not only
conveniently located next to the harbour, it is also
quite unique. Djemaa el-Djedid, means New Mosque,
but this Ottoman mosque dates back to 1660. It
combines Turkish styles of vaults and domes with an
Andalucian minaret, but most noteworthy is the shape
of its ground, with the form of a cross; nobody knows why. One popular story tells
that its architect was a Christian, who was punished for just this by death.
7. Manhattan Mosque , New York
The mosque is square in plan and is contained
within a 27m cube and surmounted by a copper clad,
pre-cast dome. The prayer space is open and free of
columns due to the structure which incorporates four
steel trusses. The square as design principle is carried
through to the façade and interior ornamentation.
The Islamic Cultural Center was the first
building erected as a mosque in New York City. It
contains the two primary elements that traditionally compose an Islamic house of
worship: a mosque and a minaret. Within the mosque, the mihrab, or alter niche,
faces Mecca, dictating the mosque’s 29 degree angle from the Manhattan street
grid. This alignment creates a traditional exterior court for worshipers to gather
before services. The geometric form of the mosque, based on a recurring theme of
square units, follows Islamic law, which prohibits the depiction of natural forms
since they are made in the image of God. The result is a striking blend of ancient
Islamic tradition and contemporary design and materials.
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8. Mosque of Vienna
The mosque was built from 1975 to 1979 with funds
donated by the former king of Saudi Arabia, Faisal Ben
Abdul Aziz, after eight Islamic states had bought the site
in 1968 and secured official Austrian support.
The minaret is 32 meters high, the diameter of the
dome is 20 meters. In addition to the mosque, the center
provides facilities for the study and practice of Islamic culture.
9. Great Mosque of Xining, Dongguan
Built in 1380, the Xining Dongguan Great
Mosque is the largest mosque in Qinghai Province.
With its name “Xining Dongguan Great Mosque”
shining at the top of a western-style entrance, the
great mosque features a magnificent Islamic
architecture that combines together towers, walls and
a temple-like main service hall.
Muslims from around the region and even the country gather regularly at the
mosque for religious services and grand Islamic festivals.
The Dongguan Great Mosque is also China’s top institution for islamic
higher learning and has been famous both at home and abroad.
10. Baitul Futuh, London
The Bait’ul Futuh Mosque (Engl.: House of
Victories) is the largest mosque in Western Europe. It
was built by the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community in
2003. It is in the south-west London suburb of Morden.
The Bait’ul Futuh Mosque organises several
events to serve Muslims and the wider community. The
Baitul Futuh Mosque has also been acting as the center
for the ‘Loyalty, Freedom and Peace Campaign’ in
order for the west to recognize Islam as a peaceful religion and to improve the
Integration of Muslims and non-Muslims alike.
The Mosque has also been voted in the top 50 buildings in the world by
Spectator magazine.
(http://www.islamicity.com/Culture/MOSQUES/default.htm
http://modernvdo.com/SjlDZGZMVEdVcUkz)
3. Discuss the following questions with your group mates. Do you agree or
disagree. Give your reasons.
1. Have you ever heard about these mosques?
2. Did you find any of these mosques interesting to see alive?
4. Make a search for more information about one of these famous monuments
in Islamic world and prepare a presentation to present in class.
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Can you say a few words about Great Mosques around the world?

6 B A must see sights in Dubai
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing the historical
monuments.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about the sights.
the city of iconic skyscrapers
palm-shaped islands
indoor ski slopes
beyond the glitter
a diverse mosaic
oil-rich city
to gain a reputation
a hub of culture
the whisper of shifting dunes
to roll towards
to provide glimpses of life
pre-oil days
to be full of surprises
to be in stark contrast to smth
the vast array of new developments
an abundance of ancient and modern attractions
to be accompanied by music and lights

the artificial islands
to be best visible from the air
to loom in the background
to do things by halves
to be awe-inspiring
to be a stunning piece of architecture
a mind blowing
to have a head for heights
the observation deck
to be quite surreal
sail shaped
to have a reservation
the most luxurious hotels
to host an indoor ski resort
the most recognizable mosque
beautifully lit at night

2. Reading.
a) Read the information about famous monuments.
b) Find the reasons that make these monuments attractive for every human
being.
c) Point out the main facts that these monuments are worth visiting.
United Arab Emirates
For most people, the United Arab Emirates means just one place: Dubai, the
city of iconic skyscrapers, palm-shaped islands, city-sized malls, indoor ski slopes
and palatial beach resorts. But guess what? Beyond the glitter awaits a diverse
mosaic of six more emirates, each with its own character and allure.
An hour's drive south, oil-rich Abu Dhabi, the country's capital, is quickly
gaining a reputation as a hub of culture, sport and leisure. Beyond its borders
looms the vast Al Gharbia desert, whose magical silence is interrupted only by the
whisper of shifting dunes rolling towards Saudi Arabia.
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North of Dubai, Sharjah has the country's best museums, while tiny Ajman
and Umm Al Quwain provide glimpses of life in the pre-oil days, and Ras Al
Khaimah is busy building up its tourism infrastructure
(http://www.lonelyplanet.com/united-arab-emirates#ixzz3kYonBpk7)
The best sights in Dubai
Dubai is full of surprises. The glittering skyscrapers are in stark contrast to the
endless desert and the old town is a world away from the vast array of new
developments. Hidden among the skyscrapers and desert is an abundance of ancient
and modern attractions. One thing is for certain, Dubai doesn’t do things by halves!
1. Dubai Fountains
Designed by the creators of the Bellagio water
feature in Las Vegas the all singing, all dancing Dubai
fountains are the world’s largest choreographed
fountains. OK they don’t really sing but the water
show is accompanied by music and lights. There’s a lot
of fun to watch the fountains shoot as high as 50 storeys
and yet still look tiny compared to the Burj Khalifa
looming in the background.
2. Burj Khalifa
Speaking of the Burj Kalifa, the world’s tallest building
is nothing short of awe inspiring. Standing at a mind blowing
828 metres the Burj Kalifa is a stunning piece of architecture. If
you have a head for heights, check out the observation deck on
the 124th floor. It’s only 452 metres high but the views are
outstanding on a good day and it’s quite surreal standing on the
outdoor terrace with the whole world at your feet!

3. Burj Al Arab
The iconic 7 star sail shaped Burj al Arab
dominates the Dubai skyline and the only way to access
the hotel is by being a guest or having a reservation at
one of the 9 restaurants and bars. The 7 stars are an
urban myth but it is often billed as one of the most
luxurious hotels in the world and it really has to be seen
to be believed. It’s literally dripping in gold.
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4. The Shopping Malls
Dubai is unquestionably a shopping mecca.
Shopping fan or not, the malls are worth checking out
if only to experience first hand how large they really
are. Dubai is home to the world’s largest shopping
mall, Dubai Mall, which has over 1,200 stores and
boasts an aquarium, underwater zoo, an Olympic
sized ice rink and a four storey waterfall. Another
favourite, the opulent Mall of the Emirates, hosts an indoor ski resort.
5. Jumeirah Mosque
The Jumeirah Mosque is the most recognizable
mosque in Dubai and the only one open to non
Muslims in the Emirate. Built using the medieval
Fatimid construction technique it is architecturally
stunning and beautifully lit at night.
6. Palm Islands
The artificial palm shaped islands were built
using reclaimed land and are best visible from the air.
The Atlantis, a luxury hotel located on the crescent of
the palm, dominates the view from the water.

Dubai is a desert gem with so much to see and do.
(http://www.thewholeworldisaplayground.com/best-sights-dubai/)
3. Work in groups of 3 or 4 and discuss the following with your group mates.
1. Have you ever heard about these monuments?
2. Have you ever been to Dubai?
3. Did you find any of these sites interesting to see alive?
4. Do you think it is important to preserve old historical buildings?
4. Read the following statement and comment on it. Give your reasons.
“It’s only 452 metres high but the views are outstanding on a good day and it’s
quite surreal standing on the outdoor terrace with the whole world at your feet!”
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Quick Review.
a) Ask each other the words from the previous layout.
b) Can you say a few words about Dubai attractions?

6 C Kazan and its must see sights
1. Vocabulary.
a) Tick the words you know.
b) Use the following words in the sentences describing the historical
monuments.
c) Work in pairs. Use these words while talking about the sights in your region.
descendants
a nomadic Turkic tribe
Golden Horde
to wreak havoc across Russia
Middle Ages
bilingual street signs
to flutter throughout the city
to conquer the city
to force the local population
to convert to Christianity
UNESCO World Heritage Site
to be a must
to stand along with
entertainment center
to adjoin the Mosque
in honor of smth
to have a capacity of
a place of worship

to erect this curious building
like-minded locals
be found on its façade
to be impressive for
a magnificent simplicity
enormous tree mural
to be home to government offices
a wedding palace
in the shape of a huge cauldron
to take place simultaneously
to imitate the epoch of the Great Volga Bulgars
two-storey viewpoint
a soothing silence
to spend some moments in peace
to spend some moments in mental relaxation
the mystic grace of the mosque
the moments of internal bliss
soul devotion

2. Reading.
a) Read the information about famous monuments in Kazan.
b) Find the reasons that make these monuments attractive for every human
being.
c) Point out the main facts that these monuments are a must see sights for
tourists.
The capital of Tatarstan Republic
Kazan is the capital of the republic of Tatarstan and is a beautiful and
interesting city. It is home to the Tatars - descendants of a nomadic Turkic tribe and
part of the Golden Horde that wreaked havoc across Russia in the Middle Ages.
You will see bilingual street signs and the green, white and red Tatar flag
fluttering throughout the city, giving it a different atmosphere to other Russian
cities. Ivan the Terrible conquered Kazan in 1552, building St Basil's Cathedral in
Moscow as a celebration of the fact.
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Ivan forced the local muslim population to convert to Christianity, but now
you will see mosques in the city. The Kremlin is the jewel in Kazan's crown and
was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2000. A stroll within its walls is a
must when visiting this historic city.
Kazan has always been special for its architectural "layered cocktail." Each
century poured a new ingredient into this divine drink. Here, the ancient
Suyumbika Tower stands along with the "Pyramid", the ultra modern
entertainment centre, and the white-stone Blagoveshchensky Cathedral adjoins the
Kul Sharif Mosque, built four and a half centuries later.
A must see sights in Kazan
1. The Kul-Sharif Mosque
There was a white mosque with blue
domes and several minarets before Ivan the
Terrible’s conquest of Kazan in 1552 in the
area of the Kremlin. At the time it was the
capital of the Kazan Khanate. Four and a half
centuries later the authorities decided to rebuild
it. The opening of the mosque took place on
June 24, 2005 in honor of Kazan’s Millennium Jubilee. Since then it has become
the new symbol of the city and the republic.
The mosque has a capacity of 1,500 and the square in front of it can host up
to 10,000 people. The shapes on its dome recall the “Kazan Cap,” which was the
Khan’s crown. According to legend it was taken to Moscow after the fall of Kazan
and is now located in the Armory Chamber in the Kremlin. Kul-Sharif is not just a
religious space, but also hosts two exhibitions: the Museum of Islamic Culture in
the Volga Region and the Museum of Ancient Calligraphy.
2. Temple of All Religions, Staroye Arakchino
In 1994 architect Ildar Khanov began
construction of the so-called Temple of All
Religions on land that he owned. In the eclectic
silhouette of this cascade of buildings you can see a
combination of Christian crosses, Muslim
crescents, stars of David and Chinese domes. The
Temple does not function as a place of worship, but
features a museum, an art gallery and a concert hall.
Khanov decided to erect this curious building after his travels to Tibet and
India where he studied Eastern art, Buddhism, yoga and Tibetan and Chinese
medicine. He was helped in the realization of this grandiose project both by local
businesspeople and like-minded locals. This humanist and artist passed away in
2013 without having managed to complete the construction of the temple, but
funds are being collected to complete it.
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3. Ministry of Agriculture and Foodstuff
Construction of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Foodstuff began in spring
2008. One of Kazan’s most famous and
amazing buildings, it features Renaissance
elements, and a central element of a bronze
tree with green lights representing leaves.
The name of the building in Russian and
Tatar can be found on its facade in metal...
The Palace of Agriculture is impressive for its magnificent simplicity and
grandiosity, characteristics typical of Baroque buildings, a style that dominated
European art from the end of the 16th to the mid-17th century. You will know you
have arrived when you see the fanciful and enormous tree mural in the center of
the structure.
4. Kazan Kremlin
Kazan’s striking Kremlin is home to
government offices, pleasant parks, museums, the
enormous Kul Sharif Mosque and other religious
buildings. Among the highlights are the Hermitage
Kazan gallery and the Tatarstan Museum of Natural
History. Some of the white limestone kremlin walls
date from the 16th and 17th centuries.
5. Kazan Family Center
The Kazan Family Centre is a massive structure
that has become one of the most interesting symbols of
the city’s renewal. It is a wedding palace built in the
shape of a huge cauldron suspended on a burning hearth
in which the city life is “seething.” The building was
thought up by Buryat sculptor Dashi Namdakov.
One hundred weddings can take place
simultaneously in the three halls of the complex.
The design imitates the epoch of the Great Volga
Bulgars, the Kazan Khanate and even Classicism. There
are separate chambers for the bridegroom and the bride, halls for banquets and
celebrations and is visited by tourists and prospective families alike.
It is popular for featuring one of the best viewpoints in the city. There is a
two-storey viewpoint on the roof at a height of 32 meters (entrance ticket costs 50
rubles or less than one dollar). The landscaped lawns and sky above Kazan provide
a wonderful background for a wedding picture or a selfie.
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6. Zakobannaya Mosque
The mosque, with its tulip, green dome and
beautiful red minarets, is glittering at the shoreline
of Kaban Lake. The most enjoyable thing about the
mosque is its architecture and history details. The
inside part of the mosque with attractive carpeting
and a soothing silence invite to spend some
moments in peace and mental relaxation. The
mystic grace of the mosque provides almost every
visitor the moments of internal bliss and heart and soul devotion to something
beyond this world and its rubbish pursuits.
(http://inkazan.weebly.com/home/may-27th-2015
http://travel.rbth.com/travel/2015/16/03/kazan_of_the_21st_century)
3. Now in pairs try to answer the following questions and discuss them with
your group mates sharing each other’s opinions or opposing them.
1. Have you ever heard about these monuments?
2. Have you ever been to Kazan Kremlin?
3. Did you find any of these sites interesting to see alive?
4. Do you think it is important to preserve old historical buildings?
5. Do you think Kazan Kremlin is cultural heritage of national significance?
6. Did you know that Kazan Kremlin is protected by UNESCO?
7. Would you like to get a selfie at the background of any of these sights?
8. Do you really agree that the Palace of Agriculture is impressive for its
magnificent simplicity and grandiosity?
9. What do you think of the Temple of All Religions?
10. Would you recommend to your friends to come and see these sights with
their own eyes?
4. Team up with 3 or 4 partners and try to prepare a presentation of a must
see sight in Kazan. Try to be persuasive, tactful.
5. Make information search about mosques in Kazan and be ready to give a
speech for about 2 – 3 minutes. Mention about the history, magnificence,
significance of these mosques to Tatars and visitors. The following mosques
are to be prioritized.
1. Bornay Mosque
2. Nurulla Mosque
3. Soltan Mosque
4. Märcani Mosque
5. Blue Mosque
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Vocabulary exercises
1. Translate the following into Russian.
1. This is one of the famous operating universities around the world named
in honour of an outstanding scientist of the era. 2. Along with the school of
theology and core academic life, there are seminars and trainings in secular
professions. 3. One of the objectives of this most prestigious university is to
prepare great scholars. 4. The current Imam of the mosque reflects the ideas of
people against the spread of violent ideologies. 5. The library comprises old
manuscripts and precious rare books, which date back to the 9th century. 6. This
mid-14th century temple is a flash point for the pious people to take pictures. 7. All
practicing Muslims should remember to make a pilgrimage at least once in their
lives according to five pillars of Islam. 8. This magnificent building was completed
shortly after his death, and now it’s a significant historical building with marble
domes and a restricted area. 9. A lot of well-known architects and craftsmen in the
medieval period were invited to erect this construction to be a potent reminder of
the past. 10. The inscriptions with recognizable features made inside these
imposing monuments remind its contemporary visitors about a night journey of the
Prophet.
2. Translate the following into English.
1. Лондон – примечательный город со своим безграничным наследием,
который привлекает туристов со всех концов мира. 2. Это специально построенное колесо обозрения является самым высоким аттракционом в мире.
3. Пешеходам нравится бродить по освещенным неоновыми огнями улицам
старинного исторического города. 4. Ее величество королева Британии живет
в королевском дворце. 5. Механизмы этого разводного моста приводятся в
движение при помощи электричества, а паровые генераторы, когда-то
служившие для этих целей, теперь представлены только для туристов в
качестве экспонатов. 6. Этот загородный дом, построенный для Букингемского герцога, стоит посетить. 7. Эти лестницы и завораживающий интерьер
становятся более заметным, когда освещаются по вечерам специальными
огнями. 8. Данная мечеть, построенная внутри заповедника, является новым
символом для горожан. 9. На церемонии открытия монумента поблагодарили всех людей, принявших участие в реконструкции данного объекта.
10. Внутри данной башни находится водозаборная скважина, в связи с чем в
эти ворота проезд на транспорте ограничен, кроме экстренных случаев.
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Exercises on a video podcast
Jordan Tourism
1. Watch the fragment from 00.04 up to 00.32 and discuss in groups of
four what the anchorman wanted to emphasize. Be reasonable. Background
knowledge use is welcome.
Walk the thick canyon by the light of a thousand fireplaced candles and feel
the mistyque of treasury under the stars. It’s an unforgettable location and an
unforgettable experience.
Of course Jordan isn’t just about sightseeing, it’s also about attention.
2. Now watch the whole fragment and answer the following questions.
1. What is the best way to see the panoramic view? Where in Jordan?
2. What can one do at Aqaba?
3. Without what wouldn’t it be a complete journey to Jordan?
4. What is there near the Dead Sea?
5. What are the sights of Jordan?
6. Why is Jordan called spiritual and Biblical land?
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Appendix 1
Abbreviations used after names
SWT
SAAS
AS
RAA
PBUH

Subhanahu Wa Ta'ala (Muslims use these or similar words to glorify God
when mentioning His name)
SallAllahho Alayhi Wa Salam
Alayhi Wa Salam
RadiyAllahu Anhu
peace be upon him
A dictionary of religious terms and
word combinations connected with the religion

A
a chairman
a cultural diversity
a gift to all mankind
a house of worship
a mind blowing
a mullah
a place of worship
a priest
a secular humanism
a servant of Allah
a theologian
a wealthy Meccan widow
ablution room

председатель
культурное разнообразие
подарок всему человечеству
молитвенный дом
умопомрачительный
мулла
место поклонения, мечеть
священник
светский гуманизм
слуга Аллаха
теолог
богатая вдова из Мекки
комната для омовения

B
become officially recognized
belief

стать официально признанным
вера

C
Call to Prayer
Catering
Charisma
civil rights lawyer
colonial relics

Азан
служба гостеприимства
харизма
юрист по гражданскому праву
колониальные реликвии

D
diverse ethnic backgrounds
Divine Revelation

разнообразное этническое происхождение

Божественное откровение
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E
embrace Islam

Принять Ислам

F
Faith
family values
follower
founder

Вера
семейные ценности
последователь
основоположник

G
Generous
God
Golden Horde

щедрый
Бог
Золотая Орда

H
hajj season
heritage
holiest city
Holy
honest
hospitality
human being
humanity
humble

сезон Хадж
наследие
самый священный город
Священный
честный
гостеприимство
человеческое существо
человечество
скромный, робкий, смиренный

I
impressive domes
in honor of smth
international trade hub

впечатляющие купола
в честь чего-либо
международный торговый узел

J
Javanese
Judgement Day

яванский
ссудный день

M
medical care
medieval education
messenger of God
Middle Ages
modest
mosques

здравоохранение
средневековое образование
посланник Бога
средние века
скромный
мечети
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O
obedience
oppressive
orphan
outstanding alumni

послушание
гнетущий
сирота
выдающийся воспитанник

P
pilgrimage
pilgrims
pillars
pious
polite
polygamy
practicing Muslim communities
pray
preach
predestination
Prophet

паломничество
паломники
столпы
набожный
вежливый
многоженство
практикующие общества мусульман
молиться
проповедь
предопределение, судьба
Пророк

R
record
Religion
religious customs of Islam
religious sciences
religious services
repent from evil
respect

запись
Религия
религиозные традиции Ислама
религиозные предметы
религиозные услуги
раскаяние от зла
уважение

S
Sacred
secular studies
security
sole
submission
successors
supreme

священный, святой
светские предметы
безопасность
душа
повиновение, покорность
преемники
верховный

T
the holiest mosque
the holiest sites of Islam
the most recognizable mosque
the mystic grace of the mosque

самая святая мечеть
самые святые достопримечательности
самая узнаваемая мечеть
таинственная грация мечети
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theological school
to attract new converts
to be a miracle
to be a virtue
to be assassinated
to be blessed
to be crucified
to be held annually
to be mandatory
to be one’s disciple
to be resurrected
to be the mainstays of religion
to be well loved
to become pregnant
to become the headquarters
to call someone to Islam
to compile the text of the Quran
to conquer the city
to convert to Islam
to dedicate himself to Allah
to die for the cause of Allah
to fast
to follow a fine tradition of nomads
to fulfill the obligation
to gain knowledge
to get lost in the medina
to have generosity of spirit
to have strong faith in Allah
to implement a form of Islamic law
to inspire someone
to insult someone
to link Asia and Europe
to live a pious life
to pay a visit
to pray

to protect one before the wrath of Allah

to recite some prayers to Allah

to recognize Islam as a peaceful religion

to redeem oneself
to represent a faith-based order
to seek knowledge
to serve Muslims
to slaughter animal
to spread the message of Islam

школа теологии
привлекать новообращенных
быть чудом
быть благодетелем
быть вероломно убитым
быть благословенным
быть распятым
проводиться ежегодно
быть обязательным
быть учеником
быть воскрешенным
быть главной опорой религии
быть любимой
стать беременной
стать штаб-квартирой
призывать к Исламу
составлять текст Корана
завоевать город
принять Ислам
посвятить себя Аллаху
умереть за дело Аллаха
поститься

продолжать славные традиции кочевников

выполнять обязательство
приобретать знания
заблудится в городе
иметь щедрую душу
иметь сильную веру в Аллаха
внедрить форму Исламского права
вдохновить кого-либо
обидеть/оскорбить кого-либо
связывать Азию с Европой
жить праведной жизнью
навестить
молиться
защитить кого-либо от гнева Аллаха
читать молитвы Аллаху
признать Ислам мирной религией
искупить себя

представлять порядок основанной на вере

искать знания
служить мусульманам

убивать животное (приносить в жертву)

распространять послание Ислама
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to suffer starvation
to vote for a caliph
to write down the revelations

страдать от голода
голосовать за Халифа
записать откровения

U
unique

уникальный

V
venerable institutions

авторитетные (маститые) учреждения

W
well-being of the student
will
worship Allah

благополучие студентов
воля
поклоняться Аллаху
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Appendix 2
A table of irregular verbs
Infinitive

Past simple

Past Participle

be
bear
beat
become
begin
bend
bet*
bid
bind
bite
bleed
blow
break
breed
bring
broadcast
build
burst*
bust*
buy
cast
catch
choose
cling
come
cost
creep
cut
deal
dig
dive
do
draw
drink
drive

was/were
Bore
Beat
Became
Began
Bent
Bet
bid, bade
Bound
Bit
Bled
Blew
Broke
Bred
Brought
Broadcast
Built
Burst
Bust
Bought
Cast
Caught
Chose
Clung
Came
Cost
Crept
Cut
Dealt
Dug
dived/dove(AE)
Did
Drew
Drank
Drove

been
borne/born (AE)
beaten
become
begun
bent
bet
bid, bidden
bound
bitten
bled
blown
broken
bred
brought
broadcast
built
burst
bust
bought
cast
caught
chosen
clung
come
cost
crept
cut
dealt
dug
dived
done
drawn
drunk
driven
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eat
fall
feed
feel
fight
find
flee
fling
fly
forbid
forecast*
forget
forsake
freeze
get
give
grind
go
grow
hang
have
hear
hide
hit
hold
hurt
keep
know
lay
lead
leave
lend
let
lie
light*
lose
make
mean
meet

Ate
Fell
Fed
Felt
Fought
Found
Fled
Flung
Flew
forbade, forbad
Forecast
Forgot
Forsook
Froze
Got
Gave
Ground
Went
Grew
Hung
Had
Heard
Hid
Hit
Held
Hurt
Kept
Knew
Laid
Led
Left
Lent
Let
Lay
Lit
Lost
Made
Meant
Met
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eaten
fallen
fed
felt
fought
found
fled
flung
flown
forbidden
forecast
forgotten
forsaken
frozen
got, gotten (AE)
given
ground
gone
grown
hung
had
heard
hidden
hit
held
hurt
kept
known
laid
led
left
lent
let
lain
lit
lost
made
meant
met

pay
prove*
put
quit*
read
rid
ride
ring
rise
run
say
see
seek
sell
send
set
sew*
shake
shear*
shed
shine
shoot
show*
shut
sing
sink
sit
slay
sleep
slide
sling
slink
slit
sow
speak
speed*
spend
spin
spit

Paid
Proved
Put
Quit
Read
Rid
Rode
Rang
Rose
Ran
Said
Saw
Sought
Sold
Sent
Set
Sewed
Shook
Sheared
Shed
Shone
Shot
Showed
Shut
Sang
Sank
Sat
Slew
Slept
Slid
Slung
Slunk
Slit
Sowed
Spoke
Sped
Spent
Spun
spat, spit

paid
proven
put
quit
read
rid
ridden
rung
risen
run
said
seen
sought
sold
sent
set
sewn
shaken
shorn
shed
shone
shot
shown
shut
sung
sunk
sat
slain
slept
slid
slung
slunk
slit
sown
spoken
sped
spent
spun
spat, spit
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split
spread
spring
stand
steal
stick
sting
stink
stride
strike
string
strive
swear
sweep
swell*
swim
swing
take
teach
tear
tell
think
thrive*
throw
thrust
tread
understand
wake*
wear
weave
weep
wet*
win
wind
wring
write

Split
Spread
Sprang
Stood
Stole
Stuck
Stung
stank, stunk
Strode
Struck
Strung
Strove
Swore
Swept
Swelled
Swam
Swung
Took
Taught
Tore
Told
Thought
Throve
Threw
Thrust
Trod
understood
Woke
Wore
Wove
Wept
Wet
Won
Wound
Wrung
Wrote

* regular form (+ -ed) also possible.
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split
spread
sprung
stood
stolen
stuck
stung
stunk
stridden
struck
strung
striven
sworn
swept
swollen
swum
swung
taken
taught
torn
told
thought
thrived
thrown
thrust
trodden, trod
understood
woken
worn
woven
wept
wet
won
wound
wrung
written
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